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I.  EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
 
The Office of Inspector General reviewed a contract awarded by the City of New Orleans to 
MWH Americas, Inc. (MWH) to manage the City’s program for repair and rehabilitation of City-
owned buildings, facilities, and streets.  This contract was awarded in December 2007, after the 
City determined that it was necessary to increase its project management capacity to deal with 
an unprecedented volume of construction projects to repair damage from Hurricanes Katrina 
and Rita.  
 
The contract awarded to MWH was based on a request for proposals that sought the services of 
one person to coordinate all of the City’s large scale projects at a maximum annual cost of 
$150,000.  After MWH was selected the parties entered into private negotiations over a four-
month period that resulted in a major contract estimated to be worth up to $48 million.  The 
drastic change in the scope and nature of the contract rendered the competitive procurement 
process irrelevant.  Because the City did not require MWH to submit a fee schedule with its 
proposal, MWH faced no competitive pressure during the fee negotiations.  
 
Through this contracting arrangement, the City in effect privatized major responsibility for 
managing the City’s capital program, transferring many of the management functions formerly 
conducted by City employees to MWH.  This shift of management responsibilities placed a 
daunting burden on the City to maintain control over the cost of the capital program, including 
the cost of MWH’s fees.  The contract terms negotiated by the City, however, did not provide 
appropriate controls or incentives to contain costs.  MWH’s compensation was based solely on 
the number of hours billed without regard to milestones or progress on projects.  These terms 
provided a disincentive to work efficiently and did not allow the City to hold MWH accountable 
for keeping costs within budget.  MWH was also allowed to mark up all direct costs by about 
23%.  These mark-ups, or cost-plus-percentage-of-cost terms, are prohibited under FEMA 
reimbursement rules because they provide an incentive to maximize costs.   
 
We determined that City contract oversight was inadequate to protect against excessive fees 
and inappropriate charges.  The City is relying heavily on FEMA reimbursement to fund its 
capital program, including the cost of MWH’s project management services.  FEMA has agreed 
to reimburse the City for MWH’s fees on eligible projects provided they do not exceed 8 
percent of design and construction cost.  The City, however, included non-FEMA eligible work in 
MWH’s contract and did not require MWH to allocate billings on a project-by-project basis, as 
required by FEMA rules.  Concerned about the City’s liability for fees that will not be 
reimbursed by FEMA, the Executive Assistant to the Mayor serving as the Director of the City’s 
Project Delivery Unit (referred to in this report as the “PDU Director”) asked a financial 
management consultant to conduct an analysis of MWH billings under the contract through July 
2009.  The City’s analysis found that MWH billings had far exceeded the rate of progress on 
projects.  In response, the City instituted changes, including reducing the number of projects 
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MWH would manage to control the spiraling costs. Despite these changes, the compensation 
structure of the contract continues to hinder the City’s ability to control costs. 
 
Other significant problems identified in this report include the City’s failure to include a key 
personnel clause or to establish qualifications for any of the positions identified in the 
contract’s rate schedule, making it difficult for the City to ensure that individuals in key 
positions have the necessary expertise or that billing rates are justified based on qualifications.  
The City also failed to require MWH to itemize more than $1.3 million in billings for direct costs.  
As a result, the City paid blindly for costs without knowing whether the expenses were 
reasonable or appropriate.  We also found that MWH employees submitted reimbursement 
requests to the company for gifts to City employees and elected officials, including employees 
responsible for overseeing MWH’s work.  Under state and local ethics laws, a City employee 
may not accept gifts or gratuities from anyone who has or seeks to obtain a contract with the 
employee’s agency. 
 
Our review found that the City currently lacks a coherent plan for funding all the recovery 
projects it has undertaken.  The State of Louisiana created a $200 million revolving fund to 
allow the City access to up-front cash flow while awaiting FEMA reimbursement on recovery 
projects.  The City has relied on this revolving fund to pay for project expenses, including fees to 
MWH, that will not be reimbursed by FEMA.  The City is in danger of exhausting this fund 
before completing all FEMA-eligible work, thereby jeopardizing critical projects.  The City’s 
ability to bring recovery administration and project management costs under control will have 
profound consequences for the recovery program.  The report therefore includes the following 
recommendations: 
 
Recommendation 1. The City Should Procure a New Contract for Project Management Services. 
 
Recommendation 2. The City Should Develop Contract Terms that Protect the City’s Interests 
and Provide Incentives for Containing Costs. 
 
Recommendation 3. The City Should Institute Effective Contract Oversight Procedures. 
 
Recommendation 4. The City Should Ensure that All City Employees and Elected Officials 
Receive Training in State Ethics Laws and the City’s Code of Ethics. 
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II.  OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 
 
 
The Office of Inspector General for the City of New Orleans (OIG) conducted an evaluation of: 
 
1. The procurement process used by the City to award a public infrastructure project 
 management contract to MWH Americas, Inc. (MWH);  
2. The terms of the contract between the City and MWH; and 
3. The City’s oversight and management of the contract. 
 
The objectives of this evaluation were to obtain information about the City’s procurement and 
contract management procedures and to evaluate compliance with applicable legal 
requirements, policies, and prudent procurement and management practices. 
 
The OIG interviewed City officials in the Chief Administrative Office, City Attorney’s Office, and 
Project Delivery Unit (PDU), as well as other consultants working with the PDU. We also 
reviewed documents provided by the City response to requests for information issued pursuant 
to Sections 2-1120(18) and (20) of the Code of the City of New Orleans and La. R.S. 33:9613, 
including requests for proposals, proposals submitted by various respondents, documents 
reflecting the evaluation of proposals by Selection Review Panels assigned pursuant to 
Executive Order, evaluations of MWH’s performance prepared by City consultants, and invoices 
submitted to the City by MWH pertaining to the 18-month period from January 1, 2008, 
through June 30, 2009.  We also reviewed documents provided by MWH in response to 
requests for information, including e-mails regarding negotiation of the contract. 
 
This evaluation was performed in accordance with the Principles and Standards for Offices of 
Inspector General for Inspections, Evaluations, and Reviews.1

                                                      
1 Quality Standards for Inspections, Evaluations and Reviews by Offices of Inspector General, Principles and 
Standards for Offices of Inspector General (Association of Inspectors General, 2004). 

 The evaluation includes findings 
and recommendation regarding the procurement of the contract, the contract terms, and 
contract oversight and management. These findings and recommendations are based on legal 
requirements, including requirements imposed by the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA) for reimbursement of reasonable expenses, and on best practices adopted by 
professional organizations and other municipal governments for improving transparency, 
accountability, effectiveness, efficiency, and fiscal control. 
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III.  INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The OIG reviewed a contract awarded by the City of New Orleans to MWH Americas, Inc. 
(MWH) to manage the City’s program for repair and rehabilitation of City-owned buildings, 
facilities, and streets. The City awarded the contract in December 2007, after the City 
determined that it was necessary to increase its project management capacity to deal with an 
unprecedented volume of construction projects to repair hurricane-related damage. Through 
February 2010, MWH billed the City over $36 million for services provided under the contract 
and has been paid over $29 million. 
 
Several City departments have shared responsibility for managing the MWH contract over the 
past two years. The contract was initially procured at the request of the City’s Office of 
Recovery Management, a unit established to manage the City’s rebuilding efforts after 
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. The City subsequently created an organizational unit titled the 
“Project Delivery Unit” (PDU) that includes representatives from the Chief Administrative 
Officer’s Capital Projects Administration, the Department of Finance, the Department of Law, 
and the Department of Public Works. The function of the PDU is to coordinate the efforts of 
departments responsible for handling planning, finance, procurement, and contract 
management functions related to the City’s rebuilding efforts. 
 
The City initially set out in April 2007 to award multiple contracts to a group of firms who would 
be assigned to provide design review or project management services on a sector-by-sector 
basis (with one firm assigned to handling all fire station projects, one handling police station 
projects, one handling recreation projects, one handling criminal justice projects, and so on). To 
this end, the City issued two requests for proposals (RFPs) on April 24, 2007, one for 
“architectural and design services” and the other for “construction management services.” The 
City budgeted a maximum of $1 million for the first year to fund the services requested in each 
of the two RFPs. The City evaluated proposals and selected seven different firms for contract 
negotiations pursuant to these two RFPs.2

                                                      
2 MWH was one of three firms selected under the RFP for architectural and design services. 

 Although the City sent award letters to each of the 
seven firms stating its intent to enter into contract negotiations, the City did not award any 
contracts pursuant to these RFPs. City records reflect that both of the RFPs were canceled some 
time after the evaluations were made. 
 
Also on April 24, 2007, the City issued a third RFP seeking “public infrastructure project 
management” services. This RFP sought the services of an individual with a BA, MA, or MBA in 
architecture, engineering or a related field. The City budgeted $150,000 for the first year of this 
contract. The City received six proposals, including a proposal from MWH. MWH’s proposal 
included no cost information except that the firm would work with the City to develop a 
program to meet its budget of approximately $150,000 per year. The City selected MWH for the 
contract award in August 2007.  
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After issuing three separate RFPs and selecting seven firms for contract awards, the City 
inexplicably changed course and negotiated a contract with only one of the chosen firms – 
MWH. The City provided no documentation to show how or when the decision was made to 
eliminate the other six selected firms from consideration in favor of directing all the work to 
MWH. The contract award was based on an RFP that sought the services of one person and 
limited total compensation to the $150,000 proposed annual cost. After MWH was selected, 
the parties entered into private negotiations over a four-month period that resulted in a major 
contract estimated at the time to be worth up to $48 million. 
 
On December 21, 2007, the City executed the contract for MWH to assume extensive 
management responsibilities for a rebuilding program described in the contract as the 
“assessment, rehabilitation, replacement and in certain cases the strategic improvement of 
civic infrastructure and public building assets following Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.” The 
contract initially encompassed approximately 150 projects with a total estimated design and 
construction cost of $450 million to $600 million, a rebuilding program defined in the contract 
as “the Infrastructure Project.” The contract called for MWH to bill by the hour for all services, 
with total billings to be capped at 8% of design and construction cost, or between $36 million 
and $48 million based on initial estimates. 
 
The initial contract term was for one year, through December 21, 2008. The contract was 
amended in December 2008 to extend the term through June 2009. On December 31, 2009, the 
Mayor retroactively approved a second amendment extending the contract from July 2009 
through December 31, 2009, a term that had expired before the extension was signed. The 
December 31, 2009, amendment also expanded the original agreement to authorize MWH to 
provide “staff augmentation” services to “various City departments” and authorized the use of 
over $7 million in federal Community Development Block Grant funds to compensate MWH. 
 
Through this contracting arrangement, the City in effect privatized major responsibility for 
managing the City’s rebuilding program. Many of the management functions that were 
formerly conducted by City employees, either in the Chief Administrative Officer’s Capital 
Projects Administration for building projects or in the Department of Public Works for street 
projects, were transferred to MWH employees or subcontractors through this contract. MWH 
employees and subcontractors were given roles in developing administrative practices for the 
City, in project planning, procurement, and contract management. This shift of management 
responsibilities to a contractor placed a daunting burden on the City to maintain control over 
the work and the cost of the rebuilding program, including the cost of MWH’s fees.  
 
Our evaluation found that the contract terms negotiated by the City did not provide 
appropriate controls or incentives to contain costs and that City contract oversight was 
inadequate to protect against excessive fees and inappropriate charges. The City’s RFP process, 
which allowed MWH’s proposal for a $150,000 scope of work to mushroom into a contract 
worth hundreds of times that amount, nullified any meaningful competition for the contract. 
This evaluation also found that the City failed to ensure that MWH’s fees would not exceed 8% 
of project costs, as MWH’s rate of billing has outpaced the rate of progress on the rebuilding 
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program. The City intends to fund the contract primarily through FEMA reimbursements. 
Failure to exercise effective control over this contract exposes the City to liability for costs 
FEMA will not reimburse, as discussed in the next section. 
 
A. THE PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT AND FEMA PUBLIC ASSISTANCE 

The City of New Orleans is relying heavily on funding from the FEMA Public Assistance Program 
to repair and rebuild storm damaged streets and facilities. The City’s ability to maximize 
reimbursement from FEMA is critical to the City’s recovery. At the outset, the City’s intent was 
to structure and manage compensation for MWH’s services to ensure that the contract would 
be funded by FEMA. The fees were capped at 8% of project costs, based on historical data 
provided by the City to FEMA showing that the City had previously incurred project 
management expenses averaging 7.2% of construction costs on projects of similar size and 
complexity. The City and FEMA agreed to use the 8% figure as a reasonable estimate of 
anticipated costs. 
 
Unlike other types of federal grant programs, FEMA Public Assistance is a cost reimbursement 
program that covers only actual, allowable and reasonable costs to complete eligible work. To 
be eligible for reimbursement, work must be necessary to repair damages that are the direct 
result of a declared disaster.3 For each project, the reimbursement process begins with a 
damage assessment, conducted jointly by the City and by FEMA, to determine the scope of the 
eligible work. A cost estimate is developed for the eligible work, and the scope and cost 
estimate is recorded in a document referred to as a Project Worksheet. FEMA obligates funds 
based on the Project Worksheet estimate. Adjustments can be made if damages prove to be 
more extensive than the initial assessment or if actual costs differ from the estimate.4

To ensure that costs are reasonable, FEMA rules require competitive procurement of contracts, 
as well as contract terms and contract management practices that keep costs under control.

 After 
completion, the final eligible costs will be determined through a project closeout. 
 

5 
All expenditures must be accounted for and documented. The Inspector General for the U.S. 
Department of Homeland Security and the Louisiana Legislative Auditor can audit FEMA project 
expenditures at various stages and at project closeout to determine whether all costs incurred 
are allowable. FEMA will not reimburse expenditures that are not allowable and can seek 
repayment of disallowed costs even after a project is complete.6

To expedite the reimbursement process, FEMA agreed to create a separate Project Worksheet 
to obligate funds for the MWH contract. The amount obligated represents 8% of the cost 

 To ensure FEMA 
reimbursement, it is critical to manage contracts carefully and to account for expenditures on a 
project-specific basis. 
 

                                                      
3 44 C.F.R. §206.223(a). 
4 44 C.F.R. §13.21 and §206.205. 
5 44 C.F.R. Part 13 and Office of Management and Budget Circular A-102. 
6 Stafford Act, 42 U.S.C. § 5161, 42 U.S.C. § 5205. 
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estimate for all FEMA-eligible work to be managed by MWH. The Project Worksheet requires 
the City to document costs for MWH’s work on a project-by-project basis. To qualify for FEMA 
reimbursement, MWH fees must relate to an eligible project and comply with FEMA rules. The 
actual costs will be reviewed at project closeout and costs that do not conform to these 
requirements may be disallowed. The City’s ability to properly control and account for MWH’s 
work is therefore critical to the success of the Infrastructure Project and to the City’s ability to 
avoid crippling financial shortfalls after the work is completed. 
 
B. THE CITY’S HISTORY WITH MWH 
 
MWH, or one of its corporate predecessors, has had contracts with public entities in New 
Orleans since at least 1979. That year, the City’s Sewerage and Water Board (S&WB) contracted 
with James M. Montgomery Consulting Engineers (JMM), a predecessor of MWH. In 1996, 
Montgomery Watson Americas, Inc. (MWA), formed through a merger of JMM and the British 
firm Watson Hawksley, Ltd., was awarded a ten-year contract by the S&WB to oversee the $650 
million Sewer System Evaluation and Rehabilitation Program.  
 
In 1997, the City awarded MWA a one-year contract to assist the City of New Orleans Sanitation 
Department with environmental compliance auditing at a cost of $230,000. The City has 
perpetuated this contract, changing the nature and scope of services provided, through a series 
of extensions for more than 12 years, without seeking competitive proposals. During this time 
period, MWA merged with the Chicago-based firm Harza Engineering in 2001, forming MWH. 
 
In 2005, the City amended the 1997 contract with MWH to add on approximately $34 million in 
storm drain cleaning services following Hurricane Katrina. MWH continues to perform services 
for the New Orleans S&WB and the City’s Sanitation Department, in addition to the project 
management contract which is the subject of this report. For over thirty years, the S&WB and 
the City have been connected to MWH through a series of contracts worth many millions of 
dollars. 
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IV. REVIEW OF THE CITY’S RECOVERY PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
CONTRACT WITH MWH: FINDINGS 

 
 
FINDING 1. THE C ITY S ELECTED MWH THRO UG H A F LAWED PROC UREMENT 

PROC ESS  THAT F AIL ED TO PRO DUC E MEANINGF UL  CO MPETITIO N.  
 
On April 24, 2007, the City’s Office of Recovery Management released the following three 
separate Requests for Proposals (RFPs): 
 

• Architectural and Design Services  
According to the City’s proposal evaluation records, the goal of this RFP was to select a 
group of firms that could be assigned to perform architectural reviews and preliminary 
architecture for FEMA projects by type, e.g.; parks, police stations, fire stations, etc. The 
City established a budget of $1,000,000 for this RFP for the first year. The City received 
four proposals for this work and selected three firms, including MWH, for contract 
awards.  
 

• Construction Management Services 
According to the City’s proposal evaluation records, the goal of this RFP was to select a 
group of firms that could be assigned to manage FEMA infrastructure construction 
projects. Like the Architectural and Design Services RFP, projects would be assigned to 
each contractor by type, e.g.; criminal justice, fire stations, police stations, etc. The City 
established a budget of $1,000,000 for this RFP for the first year. The City received 
fourteen proposals for this work and selected four firms for contract awards.  
 

• Public Infrastructure Project Manager 
According to the City’s proposal evaluation records, the goal of this RFP was to select a 
person from a firm with the necessary background and skills to coordinate all of the 
City’s large scale projects. The City established a budget of $150,000 for this RFP for one 
year. The City received proposals from six firms and selected one – MWH – for the 
contract award.  
 

Proposals received in response to the three RFPs were evaluated in July 2007 by three separate 
selection review panels.7

In September 2007, the City’s Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) sent each of the seven firms a 
letter signifying the City’s intention to enter into contract negotiations. However, at some point 

 The scores assigned to the proposals by the panels and the seven 
firms selected for contract awards are shown in Figure A on page 9.  
 

                                                      
7 Under the City Charter, contracts for professional services are awarded through a competitive selection process 
established by the Mayor through executive order. The executive order in effect when these RFPs were issued, 
CRN 05-01, called for proposals to be evaluated by selection review panels, which would recommend one or more 
proposers to the Mayor for a contract award.  
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between early September and late November of 2007, the City abandoned the plan to award 
multiple contracts for different types of projects and decided instead to award a single contract 
to MWH. City records show that the RFPs for Architectural and Design Services and for 
Construction Management Services were canceled. The City proceeded to negotiate the 
contract with MWH based on the RFP for Public Infrastructure Management Services, for which 
MWH proposed a maximum annual cost of $150,000. 
 
The contract that resulted from these negotiations called for MWH to take over major 
responsibilities in connection with all of the City’s recovery projects, including technical 
consultation and support to the City, project planning, schedule and cost control, architecture 
and design review, construction contract bid and award support, and construction 
management, oversight, and administration. The total estimated cost for all of the projects – 
collectively referred to as the “Infrastructure Project” – was $450 to $600 million. The 
maximum compensation for MWH’s services was set at 8% of total construction and design 
costs, or up to $48 million. 
 
We asked City officials in an interview to explain the rationale for awarding a contract for up to 
$48 million on the basis of a proposal with a maximum cost of $150,000. The City officials said 
that the evaluations of all three RFPs were considered in the selection of MWH for the contract. 
This explanation does not alleviate the problematic character of this procurement. A basic tenet 
of fair competition is that the rules for proposal evaluation must be clearly stated and all 
proposers must be treated equally. Competing firms were not informed that responses to other 
RFPs would be factored into the selection process. MWH was the only firm to respond to all 
three RFPs and therefore received unequal treatment when the City considered all three. 
 
Moreover, the evaluation results for the three RFPs do not provide a clear rationale for favoring 
MWH. Of the three RFPs, the description of the services in the RFP for Construction 
Management Services is most closely aligned with services included in the contract actually 
awarded to MWH. As shown in Figure A on page 9, MWH did not submit the highest rated 
proposal for these services and was not one of the four firms selected by the City pursuant to 
the Construction Management Services RFP. Although MWH received the highest score on the 
RFP for Architectural and Design Services, the services requested differ substantially from the 
scope of work in the contract, and the relevance of that evaluation is not apparent. The Public 
Infrastructure Project Manager RFP sought the services of an individual and the City considered 
the qualifications of the person proposed by MWH to be an important factor in the selection. 
The CAO’s memorandum to the Mayor summarizing the proposal evaluations explained the 
selection review panel’s conclusion: 
 

[T]he purpose of this RFP is to select a person from a firm that is capable of 
coordinating all of the City’s large scale projects. MWH excelled in presenting a 
person who met all of these specifications and who has the requisite background 
and skills as well as tracking software to handle the task.  
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When the City changed the scope of work for Public Infrastructure Project Management from 
the services of one person to a major contract worth more than $48 million, it made little sense 
to rely on an evaluation that focused on the qualifications of an individual.8

Fair and open competition requires a sufficiently well-defined scope of services to allow 
proposals to be compared on a common footing. It also requires proposals to be evaluated on 
an equal basis according to stated criteria that are relevant to the contract requirements.

  
 
None of the RFPs contemplated a contract on the scale of the massive agreement that the 
parties negotiated. A November 30, 2007, email from an MWH vice president to a City official 
during contract negotiations expressed concern that the radical change in the magnitude of the 
contract had undermined competition: 
 

The budget for ALL three of the RFPs, . . . (PM - $150k/year; A/E Services - $1M 
for first year; CM Services - $1M for first year), do not match the City’s current 
understanding of the level of effort to execute all the work. As such, if cost 
becomes an issue with the current finalization of contracts, then ALL awards to 
date resulting from ALL RFPs (PM, A/E Services, and CM Services) would have to 
be thrown out. 
 
In addition, the famous FEMA letter, dated May 1, 2007, which defined the 
allocation of funds (9% - 12%) for performing project management services, was 
AFTER the RFPs were advertised in April. This could prove that the City nor 
prospective proposer [sic] would have a firm understanding during the 
procurement and selection process of what the cost would be. 

 
No other emails provided to the OIG relate to this discussion or discuss the impact of the 
change in scope on the competitive process. The City proceeded with the contract award 
without regard for the issues mentioned in the email. 
 

9

                                                      
8 Although the City considered the qualifications of an individual an important factor in selecting MWH, the City did 
not include a key personnel provision in the contract to ensure that the individual was assigned to the project. This 
issue is discussed in Finding 5. 
9 These standards are codified in the American Bar Association’s Model Procurement Code for State and Local 
Government and have been endorsed by the National Institute of Governmental Purchasing and the National 
Association of State Procurement Officials. 

 The 
City issued the RFPs in April 2007 without a clear idea of the services needed or the budget for 
the contract. When it became clear in the course of negotiations that the scope had changed 
drastically, the City should have issued a new RFP to allow other firms to compete on a level 
playing field for what would become one of the City’s costliest professional services contracts.  
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Figure A: Summary of the City’s Ratings of Competing Proposals  
 

 
 
Architectural Design Services RFP. This RFP called for “an experienced firm or company to render architectural and design services.” 
The City received and evaluated four proposals in response to this RFP using the criteria and weighting factors shown below: 
 

Vendor 
Specialized 

experience & 
technical competence 

(20%) 

Performance history including competency, 
responsiveness, cost control, work quality, 
and ability to meet schedules and deadlines 

(20%) 

Maintenance of office, 
residence, or domicile 

in Orleans Parish 
(20%) 

Local & DBE 
firm 

participation 
(20%) 

 
Cost 
(20%) 

Total 

MWH 18 18 20 20 10 86 
Richard C. Lambert 15 15 20 10 20 80 
Torre Design 15 15 20 15 10 75 
AQM New Orleans 5 5 20 5 5 40 

 
The selection memo summarizing the evaluation indicated that the goal of the RFP was to “have a group of firms able to do all of the 
City’s FEMA work rather than RFP each project.” The Selection Review Panel recommended selection of all three of the highest ranking 
firms for the contract award. The Mayor initialed and signed the selection memo, indicating all three were selected. 
 
 
Construction Management Services RFP. This RFP primarily called for “a firm to develop work programs and oversee major 
construction projects.” The City received and evaluated fourteen proposals in response to this RFP using the criteria and weighting 
factors shown below (only the top 6 proposals are shown): 
 

Vendor 
Specialized 

experience & 
technical competence 

(25%) 

Performance history including competency, 
responsiveness, cost control, work quality, 
and ability to meet schedules and deadlines 

(20%) 

Maintenance of office, 
residence, or domicile 

in Orleans Parish 
(15%) 

Local & DBE 
firm 

participation 
(20%) 

 
Cost 
(20%) 

 
Total 

Burk-Kleinpeter, Inc. 22 20 15 20 15 92 
MWH 20 20 15 20 15 90 
Regional Mgmt 20 20 15 20 15 90 
Richard C. Lambert 20 20 15 20 15 90 
Shaw Environmental 25 20 15 15 15 90 
Design Build Group 20 20 15 15 0 70 

 
The selection memo summarizing the evaluation indicated that the goal of the RFP was to “select a group of contractors who can 
manage large scale infrastructure projects associated with our FEMA program.” The Selection Review Panel recommended the six 
highest ranking firms for the contract award. The Mayor initialed and signed the selection memo, indicating that Burk-Kleinpeter, Inc.,  
Regional Management,  Shaw Environmental, and Design Build Group (but not MWH or Richard C. Lambert) were selected. 
 
 
Public Infrastructure Project Manager RFP. This RFP called for “a program manager with related experience suitable to the task of 
guiding infrastructure and building programs of major scale.” The City received and evaluated six proposals in response to this RFP 
using the criteria and weighting factors shown below: 
 

Vendor 
Specialized 

experience & 
technical competence 

(35%) 

Performance history including competency, 
responsiveness, cost control, work quality, 
and ability to meet schedules and deadlines 

(35%) 

Maintenance of office, 
residence, or domicile 

in Orleans Parish 
(5%) 

Local & DBE 
firm 

participation 
(5%) 

 
Cost 
(20%) 

 
Total 

MWH 30 30 5 5 20 90 
Regional Mgmt 20 20 5 5 10 60 
ACI Cognitive 10 5 0 5 20 40 
L.L.I.F.T., LLC. 15 15 5 5 0 40 
Motir Construction 10 15 0 5 0 30 
James M. Hill 10 10 5 0 0 25 

 
The selection memo summarizing the evaluation indicated that the goal of the RFP was to “select a person from a firm that is capable of 
coordinating all of the City’s large scale projects.” The Selection Review Panel selected the two highest ranking firms for follow-up 
interviews, and recommended both for negotiations. The Mayor initialed and signed the selection memo, indicating only MWH was 
selected. 
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FINDING 2. MW H W AS NO T REQUIRED TO SUBMIT A CO MPETITIV E COS T PRO POS AL 
AND THE CITY HAS NO ASSURANC E THAT MW H’S FEES  ARE 
COMPETITIVE.   

 
Although each of the three RFPs indicated that cost was 20% of the criteria used to rank 
proposals, MWH did not submit a fee schedule or other cost information in any of its proposals. 
Instead, in each proposal, MWH stated it would “commit to working with the City to develop a 
program that meets the goals, objectives, and budget” of the City. Despite the lack of 
information on fees or costs, the City gave high scores for “cost” to the MWH proposals for 
Construction Management Services (15 out of 20 possible points) and for Public Infrastructure 
Manager (20 out of 20 possible points). The City negotiated a fee schedule with MWH well after 
the contract was awarded. 
 
Other firms, including Regional Management Group and Burk-Kleinpeter, Inc., two of the other 
firms ranked highly for the Construction Services RFP, did submit fee schedules with their 
proposals.10

A review of contract billings showed that MWH charged the City substantially more for labor 
than either Burk-Kleinpeter or Regional Management Group would have charged for personnel 
with comparable qualifications. Total MWH billings for program managers, engineers, 
architects, construction managers and other identified classes of labor were more than 20% 
higher than the cost of the same services at the rates proposed by the two other firms. In 
addition to charges for these identified labor categories, MWH billed substantial sums under 
categories with vague, non-descriptive titles. For example, MWH charged more than $4.5 
million for personnel described only as “professional,” with no indication of their qualifications 

 The fees proposed by those two firms are compared with fees the City negotiated 
with MWH in Figure B on page 12. Both Regional Management Group and Burk-Kleinpeter 
proposed substantially lower fees than those negotiated with MWH, yet all three firms received 
the same score for cost (15 points) for the Construction Management Services RFP, as shown 
on Figure A on page 9. The relative scores for the Public Infrastructure Management RFP were 
even more irrational, with Regional Management Group receiving 10 points for cost compared 
with MWH’s 20 points. After receiving the highest possible score for cost, MWH was allowed to 
negotiate higher fees than those proposed by its competitors. These results show that the 
scores awarded for cost were meaningless.  
 
The rationale for giving MWH high scores for cost in the absence of fee information is puzzling. 
The City had no basis for comparing MWH’s fees with those proposed by other firms during the 
selection process because MWH was allowed to avoid providing this information. The lack of 
any genuine price competition may have resulted in the City paying higher rates than 
necessary. Communications provided by MWH show that MWH did not submit proposed fees 
to the City until December 8, 2007, over a month after the parties had entered into exclusive 
negotiations and only 13 days before the contract was signed. At this stage of the contracting 
process, MWH faced little pressure to ensure that its fees were competitive. 
 

                                                      
10 We could not compare all proposed fee schedules because the City was unable to locate 12 out of the 24 
proposals submitted in response to the three RFPs.  
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or roles. The lack of a meaningful description for this labor category makes it impossible to 
determine whether the billing rates were competitive or reasonable. 
 
In addition to acquiescing to comparatively high fees for labor, the City also agreed to 
unfavorable contract terms for MWH’s direct costs. As part of the cost proposal submitted 
during contract negotiations, MWH indicated that it would mark up all direct costs by adding on 
a general and administrative charge and a fee, increasing the cost to the City by approximately 
23%.11

                                                      
11 This mark up provision is considered a cost-plus-percentage-of-cost term that is prohibited under FEMA 
reimbursement rules, as discussed in Finding 7. 

 In contrast, the cost proposal submitted by Regional Management Group would not 
apply any mark up on direct costs. But these cost provisions, like the fees for labor, were never 
directly compared because MWH did not disclose the information until after the conclusion of 
the competitive process.  
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Figure B: MWH Hourly Billing Rates Compared to Hourly Billing Rates Proposed by Competing Firms 

 
          

MWH Contract Rates Burk-Kleinpeter Regional Management 
Class Rate Class Rate Class Rate 
Program Principal/Executive 275.03 Principal 245 Principal/Program Manager 190 
Program Manager 243.52 Vice-President 180 Project Manager 175 
Deputy Program Manager 193.27         
          
Principal Engineer 181.85 Project Engineer 135 Senior Engineer/Scientist 155 
Supervising/Lead Engineer 152.16 Senior Civil Engineer 130 Mid-Level Engineer/Scientist 130 
Supervising/Lead Resident Engineer  152.16 Senior Mechanical Engineer 130 Junior Engineer/Scientist 95 
Associate/Support Engineer 114.24 Senior Electrical Engineer 130   Associate/Support Resident Engineer 114.24 Environmental Engineer 130     
    Civil Engineer 115     
    Mechanical Engineer 110     
    Electrical Engineer 110     

  Civil Engineer Intern 90             
Principal Project Controls Specialist  181.85 Planner 100 Scheduler 145 
Supervising/Lead Project Controls Specialist  152.16         
Associate/Support Project Controls Specialist 114.24         
          
Principal Construction Manager  181.85 Construction Manager 125 Senior Construction Manager 125 
        Construction Manager 95 
          
Principal Architect  181.85 Architect 115 Senior Architect 145 
Supervising/Lead Architect  145.31 Landscape Architect 102 Mid-Level Architect 120 
Associate/Support Architect 108.76     Entry-Level Architect 90 
          
Principal Project Cost Estimator 165.86     Cost Estimator 125 
Supervising/Lead Project Cost Estimator 133.89         
Associate/Support Project Cost Estimator 108.76         
          
Principal Professional  152.16 Environmental Scientist 135 Senior Planner/FEMA Specialist 125 
Supervising/Lead Professional 133.89     Junior Planner/FEMA Specialist 100 
Associate/Support Professional 108.76         
          

Supervising/Lead Monitor 95.97 Senior Construction 
Inspector 70     

Associate/Support Monitor 88.21 Construction Inspector 60     
          
Supervising/Lead Technician 95.97 Senior CAD Technician 94 Senior CADD Technician 85 
Associate/Support Technician 88.21 CAD Drafter 76 CADD Technician 70 
          
Supervising/Lead Administrator 95.97     Administrative Assistant 60 
Associate/Support Administrative 76.79         
          
Associate/Support Clerical  64.91 Clerical 45 Clerical 50 
          
        Senior GIS/Database Analyst 120 
        Mid-Level GIS/Database Analyst 95 
        Entry-Level GIS/Database Analyst 75 
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FINDING 3. MW H HAS REFUS ED TO PROV IDE EVIDENCE THAT IT IS  HONORING ITS  
CONTRAC TUAL OBL IG ATIO N TO CHARGE THE CITY ITS “MOS T F AVORED 
CUS TO MER RATES.”  

 
Both MWH and the City appear to have disregarded a contract provision titled “Truth-In-
Negotiation,” that states: 

 
As of the Effective Date of this Agreement, Contractor represents and warrants 
that the rates charged City . . . for the performance of the Services are no higher 
than those charged Contractor’s most favored customer for the same or 
substantially similar services. In the event Contractor’s “most favored customer” 
rates are reduced during the term of this Agreement, Contractor shall be 
obligated to promptly notify City of such reduction in writing, and such reduced 
rates shall apply to any services provided on or after the date that Contractor 
first reduced such rates. 

 
Our review found no evidence to document MWH’s compliance with this provision. It did not 
appear that the City had requested or received evidence to substantiate the promise that it 
would enjoy most favored customer pricing throughout the term of the contract. In January 
2010, we asked MWH to provide all rate schedules reflecting MWH’s most favored customer 
rates during the contract period. In response to our request, MWH replied: 

 
MWH does not provide any of the same services or substantially similar services 
of which it provides to the City under the project management contract with any 
other client for which it can provide rate schedules. 

 
The assertion that MWH’s services to the City of New Orleans are completely different from 
services provided to any other customer strains credibility, particularly in light of 
representations MWH made in its proposal for the Infrastructure Project Manager contract: 
 

MWH has unparalleled experience in managing major infrastructure and building 
projects, including the interaction between federal, state, and local governments 
and non-governmental organizations. 

 
MWH’s unwillingness to provide any evidence that it has honored its promise to the City casts 
doubt on whether the company negotiated the compensation terms in good faith. 
 
 
FINDING 4. THE CITY IMPRO PERLY PAID MW H FO R W ORK PERFORMED PRIOR TO  

EXEC UTIO N OF  THE C ONTRAC T.  
 
On March 24, 2008, MWH submitted an invoice to the City seeking payment for professional 
services rendered from November 11, 2007, through December 29, 2007. The contract 
between MWH and the City was not executed until December 21, 2007. The invoice attached 
timesheets from four individuals who billed a total of 178.5 hours for activities simply described 
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as “PRE-CONTRACT” at rates up to $275.03 per hour. The invoices and timesheets submitted by 
MWH do not indicate what services were performed, but most of the time billed was for two 
MWH executives responsible for negotiating the contract. Email communications between 
these MWH executives and City officials suggest that their primary activity during that time 
period was negotiation of the scope of work and description of duties that were incorporated 
into the terms of the final contract document.   
 
The “pre-contract” charges total $42,711.88 and represent time spent by MWH prior to the 
execution of a contract with the City.  During this time period, the parties had no agreement on 
fees and the City had no contractual obligation to pay MWH’s employees for their time.  
 
The expectations of the parties with regard to pre-contract costs were clear from the outset. 
The City’s Chief Administrative Officer sent MWH a letter dated August 24, 2007, relaying the 
City’s intention to enter into contract negotiations with MWH regarding the Public 
Infrastructure Project Manager RFP. This letter included the following statement: 
 

Please note that the selection only prompts a negotiation and does not 
guarantee a City contract. Accordingly, the City is not responsible for any costs 
you incur or obligations you enter in anticipation of the contract. You should 
begin no work until all parties execute the contract. 
 

Despite the clear understanding that time spent in contract negotiations could not be billed to 
the City, the City paid the $42,711.88 invoice in full.  
 
 
FINDING 5.  THE CO NTRACT DID NOT REQ UIRE MW H TO  ASSIG N KEY PERSO NNEL TO  

THE INFRAS TRUC TURE PRO JECT.  
 
A major consideration in selecting a professional services contractor is the qualifications and 
experience of the individuals who will perform the work. For this reason, it is critical to evaluate 
the credentials of proposed personnel and to include a clause in the contract that specifies the 
roles of key individuals. If the contractor proposes a substitute for any key position, the 
awarding authority should have the right to approve or reject the substitute, based on a review 
of qualifications. The City’s contract with MWH did not contain a key personnel clause and 
MWH was free to substitute personnel at its discretion. 
 
In its response to the Public Infrastructure Project Manager RFP, MWH submitted resumes for a 
team of six experienced MWH employees to be assigned to the Infrastructure Project and an 
organizational chart showing their roles. The MWH proposal asserted that: “We have 
assembled a team that is uniquely qualified to perform these services for the City of New 
Orleans Office of Recovery Management because of its breadth of specialized experience and 
project management capabilities.” 
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A review of the MWH billings for the first 18 months of the contract shows that of the six 
individuals proposed as the project team, only two were assigned to the Infrastructure Project. 
The two proposed team members who worked on the Infrastructure Project, including the 
individual interviewed by the City to formulate its rankings, appeared in billings for only the first 
eight months. None of the key personnel proposed by MWH appear in billing statements after 
September 2008. 
 
The failure to include a key personnel clause is compounded by the lack of contract standards 
or requirements for personnel qualifications. The MWH fee schedule includes a range of hourly 
rates, presumably based on experience levels, but the contract is silent about the amount or 
type of experience that qualifies an individual for a given billing rate. Without a key personnel 
clause or other qualifications requirements, it is difficult for the City to ensure that individuals 
in key positions have the needed expertise or that billing rates are justified based on 
qualifications.  
 
 
FINDING 6. THE CO NTRACT CAL LS FOR MWH TO BE PAID O N A TIME AND 
MATERIAL S BASIS,  A  FORM O F CO MPENS ATIO N THAT PRESENTS A HIGH RISK OF  
EXC ESS IVE C HARGES .  
 
MWH bills for its services based on a schedule of hourly rates ranging from $275.03 for a 
program principal to $64.91 for a clerical position. This form of compensation, based entirely on 
the number of hours billed rather than on work products completed, is referred to as “time and 
materials” or “T & M.” FEMA discourages the use of time and materials contracts because they 
invite inflated costs.12 In a September 30, 2009 audit of a time and materials contract awarded 
by the City of New Orleans to another contractor, FEMA’s OIG explained that “T & M contracts 
present higher risks than unit-price contracts because they provide a disincentive for savings 
costs – the more hours charged to a project, the greater the contractor’s potential profit.”13

In addition to providing a disincentive for efficiency, time and materials contracts place a 
burden on the City to closely monitor the contractor’s work and billings. There are indications 

 
 
Rather than basing compensation on labor hours, service contracts should establish a unit price 
or lump sum payment for a defined scope of work whenever possible in order to contain costs 
and ensure accountability. This approach puts the burden on the contractor to work efficiently 
to complete the required task for the agreed upon price. The City’s contract with MWH lacks 
any provisions that would allow the City to tie payments to a defined scope of work. It is simply 
an open-ended agreement to pay for all hours billed, and payments are not contingent on work 
products or deliverables. These terms do not allow the City to hold MWH accountable for using 
resources efficiently or keeping costs within a budget.  
 

                                                      
12 "Time and materials contracts should be avoided, but may be allowed for work that is necessary immediately 
after the disaster has occurred when a clear scope of work cannot be developed and the work will not exceed 70 
hours." FEMA 321 Public Assistance Policy Digest, January 2008. 
13 See U.S. Department of Homeland Security audit, www.dhs.gov/xoig/assets/auditrpts/OIG_DD-09-17_Sep09.pdf. 

http://www.dhs.gov/xoig/assets/auditrpts/OIG_DD-09-17_Sep09.pdf�
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that the City did not exercise adequate oversight to protect against overpayment. In July 2009, 
the PDU Director determined that the rate of billing under the contract had outpaced the rate 
of progress, as discussed in Finding 10. Concerned that the City risked incurring significant 
liability for contract costs that FEMA would not reimburse, the PDU Director ordered an 
analysis of MWH billings. This analysis revealed a lopsided distribution of labor classes, with an 
unreasonably high proportion of hours billed at the higher rates charged for managers and 
supervisors. As shown in Figure C, the ratio of managers and supervisors to associates was 
approximately 2 to 1: 
 
Figure C: MWH Labor Grouping Hours 

 

 
 

Source: City of New Orleans Project Delivery Unit (PDU), Financial Assessment: Recovery Resource Utilization, June 2009 
 

MWH’s excessive concentration of higher-cost personnel inflated the cost of the contract. This 
example illustrates the need to closely monitor time and materials contracts. The PDU Director 
instituted cost-cutting measures based on this assessment, including reducing the number of 
projects MWH would manage. This belated effort to control costs was a positive step, but the 
compensation structure of this contract makes it difficult for the City to maintain control. 
 
 
FINDING 7. THE CO NTRAC T CALLS  FOR MWH TO BE PAID FO R EXPENSES O N A COST-

PLUS-PERC ENTAG E-OF -COS T BAS IS,  A  FO RM OF CO MPENS ATIO N THAT IS  
SPEC IFIC AL LY PRO HIBITED UNDER FEMA RULES.  

 
The contract calls for MWH to bill for labor according to a schedule of hourly rates and for 
“other direct costs,” including travel, mileage, equipment, without specifically identifying what 
costs will be allowable expenses. MWH is authorized to mark up all of its “other direct costs,” 
which are defined only as non-labor costs, by adding on 17.50% for “G&A” (general and 
administrative expense), and to add another 5% “fee” to the already marked-up cost. These 
mark-ups increase the cost to the City by approximately 23% for all expenses incurred by MWH. 
During the 18-month period from January 1, 2008 through June 30, 2009, MWH billed the City 
$1,309,572 for other direct costs. Of this amount, $248,157 represented MWH’s mark-up. 
 
FEMA rules specifically prohibit marking up costs based on a percentage of the costs because 
this method of compensation provides an incentive to the contractor to maximize costs in order 
to increase its profit.14

                                                      
14 44 C.F.R. §13.36(f)(4) and Office of Management and Budget Circular A-102. 

 The City incorporated similar cost-plus-percentage-of-cost 
compensation terms in previous contracts, including a contract awarded to MWH on August 27, 

Associate, 34%

Manager, 20%

Supervisor, 46%
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2005, for emergency debris removal services. In 2006, auditors for the Department of 
Homeland Security advised City officials that FEMA may disallow expenses incurred by the City 
under these prohibited contract terms. Despite admonitions about using this method of 
compensation for this specific contractor, the City incorporated it into the Infrastructure Project 
contract, thereby jeopardizing FEMA reimbursement for this portion of the contract. 
 
FINDING 8. THE NO T-TO -EXC EED CONTRAC T COS T WAS  NO T BASED O N A REALISTIC  

BUDGET FOR THE INF RAS TRUC TURE PRO JECT.  
 
As discussed in Finding 6, FEMA strongly advises applicants to avoid time and materials 
contracts, which require intensive oversight to guard against excessive costs. FEMA also advises 
applicants to include a cost ceiling, referred to as a “not-to-exceed” provision, as a cost control 
whenever a time and materials compensation structure is used.15

When the City entered into the contract with MWH, the parties estimated the cost of the 
ambitious Infrastructure Project at $450 million to $600 million. This figure represented cost 
estimates developed for projects rather than the amount of funding available. FEMA would 
fund only eligible work resulting from hurricane damage, and other sources of funds would be 
needed for non-eligible work. Documents show that when the City and MWH were negotiating 
the contract, the City had identified only about $315 million in anticipated funding from FEMA, 
bond sales, and other sources, leaving a budget shortfall of between $135 million and $285 
million for the Infrastructure Project at the outset.

 The City based the not-to-
exceed provision in the MWH contract on a percentage of total design and construction cost 
rather than capping the contract at an actual dollar amount. This not-to-exceed limit did not 
serve as an effective cost control because the City failed to develop a realistic budget for design 
and construction.  
 
In addition to hurricane damage, the City had a backlog of needed repair and rehabilitation 
work on streets, facilities, and buildings that pre-dated Hurricane Katrina. In negotiating the 
scope of work for the project management contract, MWH and the City prepared a 
comprehensive list of buildings, streets, and facilities in need of repair or rehabilitation and 
designated the list as the “Infrastructure Project.” The Infrastructure Project included both 
deferred maintenance and repair of hurricane damage. The Executive Assistant to the Mayor 
leading the PDU (referred to in this report as the “PDU Director”) told us that the City conceived 
the Infrastructure Project not as simply a plan to recover from hurricane damage but as a 
“revitalization” program designed to make City property better than it was before the storm, 
including improvements as well as storm-related repairs. According to the PDU Director, the 
City hoped for a metamorphosis and created this plan to encompass future needs as well as 
restoring pre-existing facilities. 
 

16

                                                      
15 Public Assistance Policy Digest, FEMA 321, page 23. 

  

16 The exact amount of the budget shortfall for the City’s Infrastructure Project at any given time is difficult to 
determine and is subject to change, in part because the process of assessing damages that qualify for FEMA 
reimbursement has been drawn out for more than four years. The damage assessment process and negotiations 
between the City and FEMA have resulted in many revisions in payment estimates and this process is still not 
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The City’s contract with MWH provides that payments are limited to 8% of project costs. But 
the $450 million to $600 million estimate was unrealistically high because the City lacked 
funding to complete all of the projects. Using an unrealistic estimate for the projects MWH 
would actually manage produced a not-to-exceed cap that was far too high to be a meaningful 
cost control.  
 
In order to maintain control over project management costs, the City needed to closely monitor 
the MWH billings on a project by project basis, to ensure that the fees did not outstrip the rate 
of progress toward completion. A review of the contract billings shows that the City did not 
control costs and allowed MWH fees to outpace the progress of design and construction work, 
as discussed in Finding 9 and Finding 10. 
 
 
FINDING 9. MW H’S BILLING S FO R CAPITAL PRO JEC TS PROV IDE NO BASIS FOR 

ALLO CATING CO STS TO SPECIF IC PRO JEC TS OR FO R KEEPING  MWH’S  
FEES  IN L INE W ITH O VERALL  PRO JECT COS TS.  

 
MWH’s invoices for capital projects17

                                                                                                                                                                           
complete as of February 2010. Funding problems for the Infrastructure Project have not been resolved and a great 
deal of uncertainty remains about the feasibility of some of the projects.  
17 MWH submits separate invoices to the City’s Capital Projects Administration for capital projects, which include 
work on buildings and other facilities, and to the Department of Public Works for street and road projects. The 
term “capital projects” is used to refer to work on buildings and other facilities, not including streets and roads.  

 work include labor hours, billed at the contract rate for 
each position description, broken down into ten general categories, or “tasks” as shown 
following in Figure D. The bills do not specify what projects are associated with the work. This 
failure to allocate work by project could jeopardize FEMA reimbursement for MWH fees. In 
addition to creating potential reimbursement problems, this billing method provides no 
mechanism to protect the City against excessive fees. 
 
Each of the ten tasks described in the contract includes a broad range of activities, many 
consisting of administrative and management functions formerly carried out by City employees. 
Often these activities are not project specific. Figure D below shows a breakdown of MWH’s 
billings for capital projects only, not including road and street projects, over the first 18 months 
of the contract, from January 1, 2008, through June 30, 2009, into the ten task areas shown 
following in Figure D. 
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Figure D: Capital Projects Billings by Task, January 1, 2008, through June 30, 2009.  
 

Task 1  PDU Technical Consultation $233,269  
Task 2 Project Management $4,651,644  
Task 3 Planning Phase Management $952,512  
Task 4 Project Controls $3,285,692  
Task 5 Design Phase Management $3,138,447  
Task 6 Bid and Award Phase Management $277,967  
Task 7 Construction Phase Management $1,762,950  
Task 8  Project Commissioning & Certification Phase $21,922  
Task 9 Project Furniture, Fixtures, and Equipment $182  

Task 10 Supplementary Services $1,297,700  
TOTAL   $15,622,285  

 
As discussed in Finding 8, the not-to-exceed limit did not help the City manage contract costs 
because it was based on an unrealistic estimate for the projects MWH would actually manage. 
The task descriptions in the MWH contract could have been used as a contract management 
tool if the contract had defined the level of effort or placed an upper limit on the dollar amount 
that could be billed under any task, but the contract is silent as to amount or proportion of fees 
that can be billed under any given task. 
 
The breakdown in Figure D shows that about 67% of the approximately $15.6 million in billings, 
amounting to about $10.4 million, was either for Tasks 1 through 4 or for unspecified 
“supplemental services.” This concentration of billings for activities that appear to relate more 
to general program management than to management of specific projects could have signaled 
that MWH’s fees were on track to exceed the 8% cost cap, but the City did not use the task 
breakdown to gauge progress on projects or control contract costs. 
 
A contract provision designed to help control costs was largely ignored by both MWH and the 
City. The scope of work included a catch-all category for “supplementary services.” This task 
description included the following task order procedure to ensure that costs for unanticipated 
services did not exceed budgeted limits: 
 

Upon identification of new tasks, [MWH] shall provide a written description and a 
budget for supplemental services (e.g., surveying, testing) for PDU Administration 
approval. [MWH] shall not proceed on supplementary services until the PDU 
Administration has approved the budget and authorized [MWH] to proceed. 

 
During the period from January 1, 2008 through June 30, 2009, MWH billed the City more than 
$1.2 million for supplementary services. The City could provide no work descriptions or budgets 
for these services and no records showing that the PDU Administration authorized MWH to 
proceed with the work. In August 2009, MWH did submit a budget of approximately $127,000 
for assisting with the implementation of a software system, MS SharePoint, across the PDU. 
This software implementation work appears to be the only instance in which MWH complied 
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with the contract requirement. The City apparently ignored this noncompliance with respect to 
the $1.2 million billed for supplementary services during the first 18 months of the contract. 
 
 
FINDING 10.  THE CITY ALLO WED MWH’S FEES TO MOUNT FASTER THAN THE RATE OF  

PROG RESS O N C APITAL PRO JEC TS .  
 
In July 2009, the PDU Director asked a firm hired by the City to assist the PDU with accounting 
and financial management functions to analyze all invoices submitted by MWH through July 
2009 for capital projects (excluding street and road projects). According to this analysis, the 
design and construction cost for projects expected to be managed by MWH totaled 
approximately $597 million. Based on the 8% contract cap, MWH fees for these projects could 
not exceed a total of $47.8 million.  
 
The analysis concluded that MWH billings through July 2009 far exceeded the rate of progress 
on the projects. By that point, MWH had already invoiced nearly $18.8 million through July 
2009, or 39% of the maximum fees it could charge over the life of the project, based on 8% of 
the $597 million estimate. However, the analysis determined that MWH’s “calculated progress” 
on the projects was valued at slightly less than $15.9 million, or only around 32% of the total 
maximum fee available. Based on these calculations, the analysis concluded that MWH had 
billed for approximately 118% of the actual value of its work and had overbilled by $2.9 million 
through July alone.  
 
Moreover, the analysis noted that the actual scope of projects “managed” by MWH would be 
impacted by: 
 

• Projects that would be reassigned from MWH to other departments/contractors, 
including projects managed directly by the City’s Capital Projects Administration; 
 

• Projects that would be only “partially managed” by MWH (i.e., MWH might only manage 
the contracting phase or the construction phase on a given project); and 
 

• Projects where the actual design and construction costs are reduced because of scope 
limitations, budget limitations (i.e., FEMA obligating less for a project than the amount 
projected by the City’s consultants), and revisions to estimated costs. 

 
The net effect of these factors could dramatically reduce the $597 million budget figure. As 
noted in Finding 8, the City faced major shortfalls in funding these projects from the outset. 
Further, the PDU Director had already transferred a number of projects scheduled to be 
managed by MWH back to the Capital Projects Administration to be managed internally by City 
employees. As the overall budget for projects managed by MWH decreases, the overbilling 
through July 2009 represents an even greater overpayment. The analysis showed that drastic 
changes were needed to prevent continued cost overruns on the MWH contract from spiraling 
out of control.  
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The City’s financial consultant also identified a problem with MWH’s cost allocation. Although 
the Project Worksheet developed with FEMA for MWH project management fees required costs 
to be accounted for on a project by project basis, the July 2009 analysis found that 36% of 
MWH billings ($6.8 million) were allocated to general program management and could not be 
related to specific projects. Only 64% of MWH fees were allocated to a specific project as 
required by the FEMA Project Worksheet. This failure to allocate costs by project could have an 
adverse impact on FEMA reimbursement. 
 
In addition to reviewing costs, the analysis calculated a shortfall of approximately $450 million 
in federal funding for the Infrastructure Project as of July 2009. As discussed in Finding 8, the 
City lacked adequate capital from bonds and other sources to bridge this funding gap, hence 
the feasibility of completing many projects remained in doubt. 
 
According to the PDU Director, the City initiated changes in its management of the MWH 
contract in September 2009 to bring the mounting costs under control. The PDU Director told 
us that these changes included reducing the number of projects that MWH would manage, 
reducing the ratio of higher-paid managers to other personnel employed under the contract, 
and reducing the amounts paid on a monthly basis to MWH. Despite these efforts, the 
compensation structure of the contract continues to hinder the City’s ability to control costs. 
 
 
FINDING 11. THE STATE REVOLV ING FUND HAS BEEN PARTIALL Y DEPL ETED TO 

EXPEDITE PAYMENTS  TO MWH W ITHO UT REGARD FO R WHETHER 
EXPENDITURES  W ILL  BE REIMBURSED.  

 
In the aftermath of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, the City faced a cash-flow problem, waiting for 
FEMA funding to be made available for urgent projects. To alleviate this problem, the State of 
Louisiana agreed to issue bonds to create a revolving fund (the State Revolving Fund) that the 
City could use to pay project related costs that would later be reimbursed by FEMA. On June 29, 
2007, the City and the State of Louisiana entered into a Cooperative Endeavor Agreement (CEA) 
that would make $200 million in bond funds available to the City, with a pledge that 
reimbursements from FEMA would be deposited back into the fund. These FEMA 
reimbursements created a revolving fund that would provide continuous cash flow for an 
unlimited number of projects. 
 
Under the original CEA, the State Revolving Fund could only be used to pay for FEMA-eligible 
work or work that qualified for federal hazard mitigation grants. However, the CEA was 
amended in December 2007, during the City’s contract negotiations with MWH, to allow the 
City to pay MWH from the State Revolving Fund regardless of whether MWH’s fees were 
eligible for FEMA reimbursement. The following language was added in the December 2007 
amendment, expanding the definition of work that could be paid for to include program 
manager fees and costs for FEMA ineligible work: 
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[A]ll project delivery costs, including but not limited to project manager fees, 
program manager fees, construction manager fees and administrative overhead 
costs are permitted costs for FEMA eligible and FEMA ineligible work; provided 
that the amounts paid with respect to FEMA ineligible work shall not exceed the 
percentages allowed with respect to FEMA eligible work pursuant to a Project 
Worksheet.  
 

This amendment to the State Revolving Fund agreement helped to expedite the City’s 
payments to MWH and other contractors because it was no longer necessary to show that costs 
were FEMA eligible. It also allowed the State Revolving Fund to be permanently depleted by 
non-reimbursable expenditures. From December 2007 to January 29, 2010, the City spent 
$114,492,868 out of the $200 million initially available in the State Revolving Fund to pay 
contractors for recovery projects. Of this amount, MWH received approximately $22 million.  
 
The total amount of State Revolving Fund expenditures that will be recovered through FEMA 
payments will not be determined with certainty until after all projects are completed and 
closed out. However, the PDU Director told us that the “rate of return,” or ratio of FEMA 
payments to costs paid from the State Revolving Fund, was only about 33% as of November 
2009. According to the PDU Director, the City hopes to increase this ratio to about 56% through 
revisions to Project Worksheets. Unfortunately, the City has jeopardized its ability to maximize 
FEMA payments for MWH’s work by including prohibited compensation terms in the contract, 
by failing to require a project by project accounting of all costs, and by failing to control 
excessive fees.  
 
The State Revolving Fund has served as a mechanism to ensure prompt payment to MWH and 
other contractors. The purpose of the fund, however, was to provide continuous cash flow to 
facilitate the City’s recovery. By failing to ensure that payments to MWH will be reimbursed by 
FEMA, the City may exhaust the State Revolving Fund before all FEMA-eligible work is 
completed. The unavailability of this funding in the future will have a negative impact on vital 
recovery projects. 
 
 
FINDING 12. THE CITY PAID MW H $1,309,572 FO R UNS PECIF IED EXPENSES DURING 

THE FIRST 18 MO NTHS OF  THE C O NTRAC T.  
 
As discussed in Finding 7, the contract allows MWH to bill the City for “Other Direct Costs,” 
defined only as “non-labor; e.g., travel, mileage, equipment, etc.” The failure to specify what 
costs the City will pay for makes the contract difficult to manage, a problem that is 
compounded by MWH’s billing practices. The MWH invoices provide only lump-sum totals for 
broad categories of costs, with no breakdown of the expense items included in the billing. This 
form of billing makes it impossible for the City to determine whether the expenses charged are 
reasonable or appropriate.  
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Along with invoices, MWH includes copies of expense reimbursement requests submitted to 
the company by its employees and subcontractors and, in some instances, receipts to 
substantiate expenses. These reimbursement requests and receipts are for a wide variety of 
expenses, including travel expenses, meals, office equipment and supplies, apartment rental, 
and gifts. Because MWH invoices do not itemize costs, we could not determine which of these 
expenses were charged to the City.  
 
Examples of MWH expenses that appear questionable include: 
 

• A $93,289.20 charge for telecommunications services for a one-month period; 

• Gift purchases, including flowers, theater tickets, and Christmas gifts for City 
employees; 

• Unusual travel expenses, including a flight from Salt Lake City to Las Vegas with no 
apparent connection to New Orleans; 

• Restaurant expenses for employees who may have received a per diem meal 
allowance; 

• Rental for a corporate apartment that appears to have been paid twice for one month; 

• MWH operating expenses, membership costs in professional organizations, MWH 
employee business cards, donations, and 75 polo shirts; and 

• A $10,559.55 expense for professional liability insurance. 
 

We identified a list of 63 questionable expenses from MWH employee reimbursement requests 
or receipts and asked MWH to specify which items had been charged to the City. MWH 
informed us that the City had not been charged for 52 of the items, but had been 
inappropriately billed for the other 11 items. As a result of our inquiry, MWH issued a credit to 
the City in the amount of $3,646.92 for gift and meal expenses. 
 
The example cited above, where a limited inquiry uncovered numerous inappropriate charges, 
illustrates the risk the City takes when it does not know what expenses it is paying for. While 
MWH claims that many of these expenses were not billed to the City, the failure to include any 
itemization of expense billings makes such claims impossible to verify.  This risk is compounded 
by terms that allow MWH to mark up costs by about 23%, giving the company an incentive to 
maximize costs. By not requiring MWH to itemize expense billings, the City has failed to 
exercise adequate contract oversight. 
 
 
FINDING 13. MW H EMPLO YEES SO UGHT REIMBURSEMENT FRO M MW H FO R G IFTS TO 

CITY EMPLO YEES AND EL EC TED OF FIC IALS.   
 
As discussed in Finding 13, MWH invoices to the City included expense reimbursement requests 
submitted by employees to the company and, in some cases, receipts to substantiate the 
expenses. Some of these requests sought reimbursement for gifts to City employees or elected 
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officials, including flowers, golf shop purchases, and theater tickets. Other expenses were for 
restaurant meals with City employees or elected officials. In some cases, the City employees 
named were responsible for overseeing MWH’s work. 
 
Under the Louisiana Code of Governmental Ethics, La. R.S. 42:1101 et seq., and Sections 2-716 
et seq. of the Code of the City of New Orleans, a City employee may not accept gifts or 
gratuities from anyone who has or is seeking to obtain a contract with the employee’s agency. 
For elected officials, this prohibition extends to gifts from anyone who has or seeks any 
contract with the City. These rules also place a limit of $50 on the value of any food, drink, or 
refreshment a City employee or elected official may consume as the guest of a prospective or 
current contractor. The reimbursement requests and receipts submitted by MWH employees to 
the company suggest that some City employees and elected officials may have violated these 
ethics laws by accepting gifts or meals. 
 
Although the dollar value of the gift or meal in each instance was relatively modest, the City has 
a strong interest in ensuring strict compliance with ethics laws. The prohibition against gifts and 
gratuities helps to reinforce the strictly professional nature of the relationship that should be 
maintained between public officials and those who do business with the government. It also 
avoids the appearance of impropriety that gifts and gratuities inevitably create and helps 
maintain public confidence in government. 
 
 
FINDING 14. THE C ITY USED THE MWH CO NTRACT AS  A V EHICLE FO R PROC URING   
 OTHER PRO FESS IO NAL SERV ICES  W ITHO UT COMPETITIO N.  
 
The City has engaged in a practice known as “piggyback contracting,” which involves expanding 
an existing contract by adding on additional services. FEMA rules discourage this form of 
contracting because it is noncompetitive and does not ensure reasonable prices.18

                                                      
18 Public Assistance Policy Digest, FEMA 321, page 23. 

 We 
determined that in at least two instances, the City procured services from other firms by 
instructing MWH to enter into subcontracts with the firms and act as a pass through for billing 
purposes. This practice circumvents the requirement for competitive procurement of services 
through an advertised request for proposals. 
 
In one instance, the City solicited proposals in March 2008 for a consultant to advise and assist 
the City with FEMA policies, reimbursements, and practices. The City received responses, but 
canceled the RFP without awarding a contract. In February 2009, the City instructed MWH to 
award a subcontract for the FEMA consultant services to Integrated Disaster Solutions (IDS), a 
joint venture including one of the firms that responded to the original March 2008 RFP. In the 
five-month period from February 2009 through June 2009, MWH billed the City more than 
$640,000 for services provided by IDS. The City paid MWH’s hourly rates, higher than IDS’s 
subcontract rates, for these services even though, according to a principal from IDS, MWH 
played no role in directing or supervising the work. 
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In another case, in June 2009, the City directed MWH to enter into a contract with Wink Design 
Group, LLC (WDG), an architectural firm, to prepare a facility condition assessment report for 
the Chevron Building at 935 Gravier Street. The City sought this assessment in connection with 
a proposed plan to purchase the property for a new City Hall. The City paid MWH $187,640 for 
this assessment.  
 
The services procured through these extensions to the MWH contract were not advertised or 
subjected to public scrutiny. City law requires contracts for professional services in the amount 
of $15,000 or more to be procured through a competitive process.19

                                                      
19 New Orleans City Code Ordinance §2-7. 

 Open and fair competition 
for public contracts is essential to ensure that taxpayers receive the benefit of competitive 
prices and to maintain public confidence in government. 
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V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
 
 
A. CONCLUSION 
 

Over the past two years, MWH has billed the City of New Orleans more than $36 million under 
a contract that was procured without meaningful competition. The compensation terms invite 
excessive costs and jeopardize the City’s ability to maximize FEMA reimbursement for MWH’s 
fees. The City has blindly paid MWH’s expenses, which include a markup of approximately 23%, 
without adequate information to determine whether they are reasonable or appropriate. The 
City has also failed to exercise effective contract oversight and allowed costs to outpace the 
rate of progress on projects under management.  
 
The City currently lacks a coherent plan for funding all the recovery projects it has undertaken 
and has depleted the State Revolving Fund to pay MWH and other contractors for costs that 
may not be reimbursed by FEMA. The City is in danger of exhausting the State Revolving Fund 
before completing all FEMA-eligible work, thereby jeopardizing critical projects. The City’s 
ability to bring recovery administration and project management costs under control will have 
profound consequences for the recovery program. It is therefore not in the City’s interests to 
continue this contractual arrangement with MWH, which has proven to be costly and difficult 
to manage. 
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B. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 

RECO MMENDATION 1.  THE CITY SHOUL D PROCURE A NEW CO NTRACT F OR PRO JEC T 
MANAG EMENT S ERVIC ES.  

 
The City’s current contract with MWH expired on December 31, 2009. Rather than extend this 
agreement for the third time, the City should invite competition for a contract that protects the 
City’s interests. To promote fair and open competition, the City should adhere to standards 
codified in the American Bar Association’s Model Procurement Code for State and Local 
Governments, which have been endorsed by the National Institute of Governmental Purchasing 
and the National Association of State Procurement Officials. These standards call for the City to: 
 

• Define the scope of services needed and develop a sound plan for funding both project 
management services and design and construction projects that can realistically be 
undertaken in the near term. This will require prioritizing projects to ensure that the 
City’s most vital needs are addressed with the limited funds available.  

• Advertise for proposals based on a sufficiently well-defined scope of work and budget to 
attract qualified firms and permit meaningful comparison of proposals.   

• Develop objective evaluation criteria that relate to contract requirements.  
• Generate effective price competition by requiring all firms to submit cost proposals in a 

form that permits comparison. Compare cost proposals in dollars rather than assigning 
points for cost. Cost is an objective criterion and translating it into a point system 
confuses the comparison. 

• Treat all proposers equally and adhere to the advertised rules of the competition. 
Evaluate proposals strictly on the basis on the stated criteria.  

• Award the contract to the firm with the most advantageous proposal, taking into 
consideration evaluation criteria and cost. 

 
 
RECO MMENDATION 2.  THE C ITY S HO UL D DEV ELO P CO NTRACT TERMS THAT 

PRO TEC T THE C ITY’S  INTERES TS AND PRO VIDE INC ENTIV ES 
FOR CO NTAINING  CO S TS.  

 
The City should develop critical contract terms before advertising for proposals, rather than 
engaging in open-ended negotiations after the contractor is selected. Including significant 
terms in the RFP helps to ensure a level playing field for competing firms. These terms should 
include:  
 

•  A key personnel clause that defines the roles highly qualified individuals identified in 
the proposal will play under the contract. This provision should require the contractor to 
obtain the City’s approval to substitute other individuals for these key roles, based on a 
review of their qualifications.  

• Compensation terms that provide incentives for efficiency and help the City control 
costs. These terms should base payment on task orders whenever possible. The City 
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would develop each task order, describing in detail the services to be performed, work 
products to be produced, and a proposed schedule. The parties would agree in advance 
on a lump sum for the work, to be paid on a percentage of completion basis or upon 
acceptance by the City of specified deliverables. This method of compensation puts the 
onus on the contractor to work efficiently and helps keep projects within budget.  

• Clear rules to define what costs are reimbursable. These rules should specify reasonable 
rates for such expenses as mileage and copying costs, a per diem allowance for meals, 
and limitations on travel and lodging expenses.  

• A prohibition against marking up costs by adding on charges or fees.  
• A prohibition against gifts or gratuities for City employees or elected officials. 

 
 

RECO MMENDATION 3.  THE CITY S HO UL D INSTITUTE EF FEC TIV E CO NTRAC T 
OVERSIG HT PROC EDURES .  

 
Regardless of what project management tasks are contracted out, the City bears ultimate 
responsibility for keeping projects on schedule, controlling the budget, and ensuring the quality 
of work. Basing compensation on lump sum prices for well-defined task orders will greatly 
simplify the task of administering a project management contract, but the City will need to 
exercise effective contract oversight. With respect to reviewing contract billings, the City 
should: 
 

• Require all billings to be project specific. To comply with FEMA reimbursement rules, all 
costs should be accounted for on a project-by-project basis. In addition to maximizing 
FEMA reimbursement, project specific accounting is critical to maintaining budget 
control. 

• Ensure that project billings are in line with progress toward completion. Basing 
payments on stage of completion or other milestones in task orders will help keep 
project management costs under control. The City should also continuously monitor 
total project management costs for each project.  

• Require itemized detail for all expenses and review bills for inappropriate charges. The 
City should also require MWH to immediately submit an itemization for the more than 
$1.3 million in direct costs already billed by MWH and conduct a review of those 
charges.  
 

RECO MMENDATION 4.  THE CITY S HO UL D ENSURE THAT ALL CITY EMPLO YEES AND 
ELEC TED OFF ICIALS  REC EIV E TRAINING IN S TATE ETHICS 
LAWS  AND THE CITY’S  CO DE OF  ETHICS.  

 
The City should ensure that all employees and officials understand the legal restrictions on 
accepting gifts, gratuities, and meals from those doing business with the City, as well as the 
importance of avoiding even the appearance of impropriety. 
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RESPONSE TO THE OIG REpORT: REVIEW OF NEW ORLEANS PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

CONTRACT WITH MWH, INC. FOR INFRASTRUCTURE PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES 

OVERVIEW: The City's Internal Review Copy or draft report titled, "Review of City of 
New Orleans Professional Services Contract with MWH Americas, Inc. for 
Infrastructure Project Management" (OIG-I&E-09003(A)) (the "Draft Report") recently 
completed by the Office of Inspector General (OIG) fails to accurately present the facts 
regarding this issue. The findings presented in the Draft Report are flawed, and many 
are based upon dated or incomplete information. As a result, the OIG's findings are not 
an accurate reflection of the services provided, value received, and effectiveness of the 
City's efforts to manage its massive recovery program through the use of an 
infrastructure project management services prOvider. 

To effectively evaluate the recovery project management, it is helpful to review 
the catastrophic conditions that precipitated the need for these services. Hurricane 
Katrina and its aftermath resulted in the flooding of 80% of the Gty. More than 300 
City buildings were damaged or destroyed and hundreds of miles of City streets were 
severely damaged. 

The City was forced to layoff apprOximately 50% of its workforce due to 
budgetary constraints. The massive devastation in the region led to extraordinary 
competition for architects, and the City lost a number of its experienced architects to 
private firms or other public agencies. Consequently, the City's capacity was rendered 
even more inadequate to address the unprecedented recovery needs. In July 2006, the 
Civil Service Commission approved new, higher hiring rates for the pOSitions of Capital 
Projects Administrator (CPA), CPA Assistant, Senior Architect, and Architect as 
requested by the Administration. Several advertisements seeking new architectural 
experts were placed in local and trade journals. These advertisements did not result in 
Significant staff increases. 

Even if these staffing challenges were not present, the City's internal capacity 
was inadequate to manage a recovery of this magnitude. Prior to Katrina, the City's 
Capital Project Administration (CPA) and the Department of Public Works (DPW) 
managed a limited number of projects per year. After the 2005 hurricanes, these 
departments found themselves faced with the task of managing more than 1,100 FEMA 
Project Worksheets representing nearly 600 reconstruction projects. 

With this degree of devastation, it was essential that the City develop a clear 
process for moving forward. Critical public safety services (i.e. police, fire, emergency 
management services, and criminal justice) were severely impaired by the total 
destruction of many of their facilities. Resources were further strained by the effort and 
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funding needed to locate, build out, and equip suitable temporary facilities (i.e. UNO 
Crime Lab, NOPD Property and Evidence, Coroner, DA, Recorder of Mortgages), and 
to relocate displaced units into purchased, permanent facilities (Le. NOPD: Special 
Operations Division and Third District). The challenges were time, staffing, and 
funding. The need to increase capacity of the City's recovery response was critical. 

The remaining, small Capital Projects staff completed initial damage assessments 
of all City owned buildings in September and October 2005. The City estimated 
damages to these facilities at more than $400 million at that time. The damage to City 
streets has been estimated at $450 million to $500 million. FEMA and State personnel 
accompanied staff on many of the initial site visits; however, the value of the FEMA 
generated Project Worksheets were less than 30% of the City's damage estimates. As 
FEMA is a reimbursement process, the City was forced to scrape together meager 
available capital funding to initiate a limited number of projects. 

In September 2005, the City contracted with a company to start stabilizing its 
buildings, installing temporary roofs, and taking other protective measures. By 
December 2005, the City was in the process of selecting architectural firms to initiate 
work on the Criminal Justice Complex at Tulane and Broad, which hous~d Criminal 
District Court, Municipal and Traffic Court, NOPD Headquarters/GaragelFacilities, 
DA's Office, Crime Lab and three prisons owned by the City. With the exception of 
three facilities that FEMA has declared greater than 50 percent damaged and eligible for 
replacement, all of these other facilities have been renovated and are in operation. It 
must be noted that the Capital Project's architectural staff consisted of only two 
persons for most of the time between the event in 2005 and 2007. 

In search of alternatives, the City began working with a consultant hired by 
FEMA in 2006 to develop a listing of tasks that would be covered under Project 
Management. Although project management was a covered cost under each Project 
Worksheet (PW), the amount available for project management was far less than what 
was needed, due to the extremely undervalued PW s. Numerous meetings were held 
with State and FEMA representatives to determine parameters for contracting for 
Project Management Services in an effort to ensure future reimbursements. 

On January 23, 2007, a letter was sent from the State to FEMA relative to, "the 
concept of providing a Project Worksheet PW for the most impacted parishes 
authorizing them to hire additional staff or enter into a contract with a firm to prOvide 
Program Management Services". FEMA responded to the State in letters dated 
February 20,2007 and May 1, 2007, that Project management costs will be applied on a 
project-by-project basis based on ranges (9 - 12 percent) determined by historical data 
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on costs of providing project management support. The State responded that a single 
PW should be the method of delivery. On May 29, 2007 FEMA denied this request. 
FEMA initiated a massive task of increasing individual PW s to increase the percentages 
for project management. In letters dated June 13, 2007 and June 26,2007, the State and 
City responded in support of the use of one PW to fund eligible project management 
costs based on the magnitude of the recovery. A single PW for a Project Management 
Pilot Program was finally authorized in a September 5, 2007 notice from FEMA to the 
State, which was revised on August 17, 2009. The City was issued Project Worksheet # 
17452 by FEMA for consolidated project management services. 

At the same time the City and the State were lobbying FEMA to create a single 
PW for Project Management costs, the City was moving forward under the process 
already available and issued Requests For Proposals (RFPs) for select areas of services 
that would be needed to manage the recovery of critical City facilities and 
infrastructure, including construction management, architecture and design services, 
and public infrastructure project management. The goal of these services was to 
augment internal capabilities in order to expedite the recovery. The City evaluated the 
responses to this RFP while working to get FEMA to approve the single PW for Project 
Management. When the City received authorization from FEMA for a single PW for 
Project Management in September 2007, the City was able to utilize a comprehensive 
project management structure. A determination was made to cancel the separate RFPs 
and move toward a full service provider. 

In future efforts to evaluate the New Orleans recovery program, the OIG 
would be well-served by augmenting its examination teams with external subject
matter experts and resources that are familiar with federal, state and . local processes 
and procedures involved in emergency, disaster and recovery management. It is 
apparent from the methods and approaches employed in this report that the OIG 
attempted to interpret raw data without adequate discussion with the City and 
without the project or program management expertise to conduct an informed 
assessment. 

Finally, the Association of Inspectors General"Principles and Standards For 
Offices of Inspector General" states that reports of inspections, evaluations, or reviews 
should, " ... present the findings, conclusions and recommendations in a persuasive 
manner" ("seventh qualitative standard"). It also states that "sufficient, competent, 
and relevant evidence is to be obtained to afford a reasonable basis for inspection, 
evaluation, and review findings and conclusions" ("fourth qualitative standard"). 
Reports issued by the Office of Inspector General consistently lack substantiation or 
attribution for significant claims and statements and for that reason do not present, " ... 
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Internal Draft Response to OIG Report . 

in a persuasive manner." The City strongly requests that future reports 
comprehensively substantiate and attribute report claims and statements using 
footnotes and attached and specifically referenced documents and witness 
statements. 

Setting the above as a backdrop to all processes used and decisions made by the 
City in initiating this infrastructure project management services contract, the City 
provides the following specific responses to the findings contained in the OIG's Draft 
Report. A formal response from MWH is referenced throughout the City's responses to 
the findings, and is hereby attached to and made a part of the City's response. As an 
affected entity, we request that MWH's response be attached to the finalized OIG report 
as required by Chapter 2, Article XIll, §2-1120(9) ( c) of the City Code. 

FINDING 1. THE CITY SELECTED MWH THROUGH A FLAWED PROCUREMENT PROCESS 

THAT FAILED TO PRODUCE MEANINGFUL COMPETITION. 

City's Response: The finding is wrong. The Inspector General applied a deficient 
understanding to render an incorrect analysis and finding. 

The City has previously remarked the Inspector General's misunderstanding of basic 
professional services procurement theory and practice. The Inspector General has not 
improved his understanding, and the City will repeat. 

By definition, professional services procurement practice applies subjective factors to 
reach subjective management decisions in the City's best interest. It cannot be 
otherwise. No more than an individual must engage a phYSician or attorney based on 
lowest price must the City select professional services prOviders based on objective 
criteria. 

Furthermore, as clearly stated in City Requests for Proposals, 

"This Request for Proposals and any related discussions or evaluations by anyone 
create no rights or obligations whatsoever. The City may cancel or modify this 
solicitation at any time at will, with or without notice. Anything to the contrary 
notwithstanding, the Professional Services contract executed by the City and the 
selected applicant, if any, is the exclusive statement of rights and obligations 
extending from this solicitation." 

The Inspector General's statements that, "A basic tenet of fair (professional services) 
competition is that ... all proposers must be treated equally," and that professional 
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services proposers must " ... compete on a level playing field" are completely wrong. 
Just as a private attorney has no right to represent a client, proposers in City 
professional services solicitations have no right to anything. Again, it cannot be 
otherwise in professional services solicitations inherently resolved on subjective factors 
by the responsible City executive exercising official judgment in the City's best interest. 

Because it cannot be otherwise, the requirement in City Charter Section 6-308 (5) that 
the City award professional services contracts, " ... on the basis of a competitive selection 
process ... established by executive order of the Mayor" takes a particular meaning. In 
the public interest, it means that the professional services solicitation process must 
permit the responsible executive to render knowledgeable decisions in the City's many 
and changing interests. The competition is internal to the City, and it is based on 
information relevant to the need. Because information is never complete, the issue in the 
end is whether the executive rendered an informed and responsible decision in the 
City's interest. The standard is not objective selection criteria. The standard is not 
whether another might decide differently. The standard is not the Inspector General's 
,understanding. The standard is whether the executive responsible for the City 
administration reasonably obtained relevant information and reasonably applied it in 
the City's need. 

Supplying extensive information about its experience, credentials, and plans, MWH 
submitted proposals in all three City's solicitations for Architectural Design Services, 
Construction Management Services, and Public Infrastructure Project Manager 
Services. The Inspector General does not say that MWH lacked the qualifications to 
perform the consolidated services. The Inspector General does not say that the Mayor 
could not have reasonably selected MWH to perform the consolidated services in the 
circumstances prevailing and with the information obtained. City selection panels 
received and reviewed proposals. They reported findings to the Mayor. He reviewed 
proposals and findings, consolidated them, and, in the City's urgent need and interest, 
reasonably selected MWH to perform the combined work. The Inspector General's 
understanding, analYSiS, and finding are wrong. 

See attached MWH response (Attachment A). 

FINDING 2. MWH WAS NOT REQUIRED TO SUBMIT A COMPETITIVE COST PROPOSAL 

AND THE CITY HAD No ASSURANCE THAT MWH's FEES ARE COMPETITIVE. 

City's Response: In developing the scope of work for the MWH contract, the City 
sought the assistance of internal and external reviewers, which included experienced 
community leaders and industry experts, to properly vet the rates, scope of work, and 
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the contract as a whole. The City researched the rates for Project Management used by 
other parishes and local agencies (i.e. Jefferson Parish, the Super dome, etc.) The City 
thus negotiated rates with MWH that were consistent with the market, competitive, and 
ultimately reimbursable by FEMA. 

See attached MWH response (Attachment A). 

FINDING 3. MWH HAS REFUSED TO PROVIDE EVIDENCE THAT IT Is HONORING ITS 

CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATION TO CHARGE THE CITY ITS "MOST FAVORED CUSTOMER 

RATES". 

City's Response: As stated above in the City's response to Finding 2, the rates 
negotiated in the MWH contract were competitive and consistent with the market. The 
City has not found any other public contracts held by MWH for which they provide 
comparable services, making "most favored customer rates" meaningless for this 
contract. 

See attached MWH response (Attachment A). 

FINDING 4. THE CITY IMPROPERLY PAID MWH FOR NEGOTIATING THE CONTRACT. 

City's Response: The City did not pay MWH for negotiating its contract with the City, 
and MWH did not bill the City for negotiating its contract. This assertion by the OIG is 
incorrect, irresponsible, and without any basis in fact. The $42,711.88 invoice referenced 
in the OIG's Draft Report represented fees for services that MWH provided to expedite 
the establishment of a project management structure. 

According to the invoice, which was approved by the head of the Office of Recovery 
Management at the time, these services included MWH's development of a plan for the 
management structure between the City, MWH and FEMA, conducting preliminary 
assessments of the City's management infrastructure, developing plans for software 
and systems infrastructure, and reviewing FEMA project worksheets. The City 
determined that MWH inCurred reasonable fees in connection with the aforementioned 
tasks requested by the City and the fees invoiced to the City represented time spent on 
those tasks, not for negotiating MWH's contract. 

See attached MWH response (Attachment A). 
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Internal Draft Response to OIG Report 

FINDING 5. THE CONTRACI DID NOT REQUIRE MWH TO ASSIGN KEY PERSONNEL TO 

THE INFRASTRUCIURE PROJECI. 

City's Response: The finding is wrong. Section 2.3 of the contract requires MWH to 
"prepare and update a staffing projection, to be reviewed with [the City] not less than 
monthly." The City reviews and revises MWH's personnel assignments on a monthly 
basis as part of its invoice review process. Further, the City and the originating 
departments supported by MWH under this contract have fully exercised the right of 
approval and request for key personnel replacement. 

See attached MWH response (Attachment A). 

FINDING 6. THE CONTRACI CALLS FOR MWH TO BE PAID ON A TIME AND MATERIALS 

BASIS, A FORM OF COMPENSATION THAT PRESENTS A HIGH RISK OF EXCESSIVE CHARGES. 

City's Response: MWH bills the City for services provided based on a fee schedule, but 
the City has capped the total cost for the MWH contract at eight percent (8%) of the 
overall cost of the recovery program. This 8% cap is well below the threshold that 
FEMA established for project management costs, which is nine percent (9%) to twelve 
percent (12%) of project costs. Further, the City closely monitors MWH's charges and 
expenditures, and adjusts the payment structure to control the cost as needed. The City 
has not paid excessive charges for project management. 

See attached MWH response (Attachment A). 

FINDING 7. THE CONTRACI CALLS FOR MWH TO BE PAID FOR EXPENSES ON A COST

PLUS-PERCENTAGE-OF-COST BASIS, A FORM OF COMPENSATION THAT IS SPEOFICALLY 

PROHIBITED UNDER FEMA RULES. 

City's Response: The OIG's Draft Report erroneously applies the "cost plus" label to a 
small part of the MWH contract and then characterized the entire contract as "cost 
plus". The OIG recognizes that labor, the largest component of the contract, is billed at 
an agreed upon hourly billing rate schedule, which is not done in. cost plus contracts. 
The only component of the contract that allows MWH to add fees to their expenses 
relates to the reimbursement of their "other direct costs" (Le. travel and mileage 
expenses). This is commonplace in the industry and is not prohibited by FEMA rules. 

In response to this OIG Draft Report, the City requested MWH to provide a written 
clarification for any and all cost issues referred to in the 2006 Department of Homeland 
Security (DHS) report cited by OIG. MWH has provided us with the following 
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Internal Draft Response to OIG Report 

response: liThe contract referenced in the OIG report was executed days after Katrina, 
and did not contain the same terms as MWH's current contract with the City. Because 
these contracts are so different, a comparison is not appropriate. However, it is worth 
clarifying further that FEMA has reimbursed the State and then the City for all costs 
associated with that 2005 drain cleaning contract ". 

See attached MWH response (Attachment A). 

FINDING 8. THE NOT-TO-ExCEED CONTRACT COST WAS NOT BASED ON A REALISTIC' 

BUDGET FOR THE INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT. 

City's Response: The finding is wrong. Within a month after Hurricane Katrina, the 
City began damage assessments and came up ~th an estimate of $400 million for 
facilities alone. The estimate for damage to streets is $450 million to $500 million. 
FEMA has acknowledged that the budget for these projects would evolve as damage 
estimates were refined and the actual cost of repair was incurred, which is also 
acknowledged by the OIG in draft report. Based on the subsequent Comprehensive 
Damage Reports (CDRs) completed for many of the City's facilities, the cost estimates 
have increased substantially and have been affirmed by FEMA through increased 
versions to PW s. As more projects move into construction, the City anticipates that the 
overall cost estimates will continue to increase. 

As stated above in the City's response to Finding 6, the 8% not-to-exceed cap that the 
City placed on project management costs in the MWH contract is well below the mean 
national averages for project management costs recogrrlzed by FEMA (See Attachment 
B). It is important to note that MWH is below the 8% cap, and thus the cap is an 
effective cost control measure. 

See attached MWH response (Attachment A). 
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FINDING 9. MWH's BILLINGS FOR CAPITAL PROJECTS PROVIDE No BASIS FOR 

ALLOCATING COSTS TO SPECIFIC PROJECTS OR FOR KEEPING MWH's FEES IN LINE WITH 

OVERALL PROJECT COSTS. 

City's Response: On August 17,2009, FEMA prOvided standard operating procedures 
for the Single PW for Project Management Pilot Program to all 23 sub-grantees that 
were recipients of the pilot program (Attachment D), even though the project had been 
approved on September 5, 2007. Prior to the promulgation of these standard operating 
procedures in August 2009, FEMA did not require project management costs to be 
billed to specific projects under the Single PW for Project Management Pilot Program. 
Rather, costs were billed to the PW and FEMA has approved reimbursement of those 
costs. But in July 2009, even before receiving the procedures from FEMA, the City 
began requiring MWH to bill their project management time against specific projects as 
a further cost control measure. 

The invoices submitted to the City by MWH are consistent with the terms of the 
contract. Project management .costs and fees are routinely reviewed and invoices are 
accompanied by supporting backup documentation. This process provides 
mechanisms for both parties to assure that all activities and billings are done in 
accordance with the contract. MWH has worked with the City to ensure program 
management documentation complies with applicable regulations and maximize FEMA 
reimbursements to the City. 

See attached MWH Response (Attachment A). 

FINDING 10. THE CITY ALLOWED MWH's FEES TO MOUNT FASTER THAN THE RATE OF 

PROGRESS ON CAPITAL PROJECTS 

. City's Response: This finding further demonstrates the GIG's lack of understanding 
about project management practices. The City has aligned its approach to 
infrastructure project management with industry standards, specifically with the 
distribution of project management costs through the life cycle of projects. Project 
management work is front loaded, meaning the majority of project management 
activities occur in the early life cycle of infrastructure projects, such as planning, 
designing, and the bid and award phases. During the construction phase, project 
management responsibilities are reduced, and thus project management fees are less. 
Similarly, MWH's level of effort has been higher to get the recovery program moving 
and get hundreds of projects into deSign. When these projects move to construction, 
their level of effort will be reduced, as will their costs. 
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See attached MWH response (Attachment A). 

FINDING 11. THE STATE REVOLVING FUND HAS BEEN DEPLETED TO EXPEDITE PAYMENTS 

TO MWH WITHOUT REGARD TO WHETHER EXPENDITURES WILL BE REIMBURSED. 

City's Response: This statement by the OIG is inaccurate. The OIG's Draft Report 
includes no evidence upon which to conclude that the State Revolving Fund (the 
"Fund") has been depleted. The OIG has not provided the City with any basis for this 
statement. Contrary to the OIG's Draft Report, the Fund is not depleted. As of 
February 28, 2010, shortly before the Draft Report was issued, the Fund had 
approximately $107 million in cash available (See Attachment C). As of April 14, 2010, 
the Fund had $102.8 million in cash available. 

While the OIG may object to the City utilizing the State Revolving Fund to pay 
contractors, this is a specific intent of ~the Fund defined in the Cooperative Endeavor 
Agreement (CEA) entered into by the State of Louisiana and the City. The CEA 
explicitly allows payments for project management and other recovery-related 
professional services costs from the fund. The City used the fund to pay MWH based 
on specific contract authority and detailed analysis in accordance with the, State of 
Louisiana CEA. In addition, the State validates and authorizes payment of the invoices. 

See attached MWH response (Attachment A). 

FINDING 12. THE CITY PAID MWH $1,309,572 FOR UNSPEOFIED EXPENSES DURING THE 

FIRST 18 MONTHS OF THE CONTRACT. 

City's Response: The finding is wrong. Please see the comprehensive response from 
MWH refuting the OIG's claims attached (Attachment A).The City has reviewed the 
invoices in questions and has not paid for unspecified expenses. 

See attached MWH response (Attachment A). 

FINDING 13. MWH EMPLOYEES SOUGHT REIMBURSEMENT FOR GIFTS TO CITY 

EMPLOYEES AND ELECTED OFFICIALS. 

City's Response: The City respects ethics laws and rules regarding acceptance of gifts. 
The OIG's Draft Report makes broad and unsubstantiated suggestions about potential 
violations of ethics laws. Finally, MWH was not reimbursed for any gifts or meals as 
insinuated in the OIG's Draft Report. 
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See attached MWH response (Attachment A). 

FINDING 14. THE CITY USED THE MWH CONTRACI AS A VEHICLE FOR PROCURING 

OTHER PROFESSIONAL SERVICES WITHOUT COMPETITION. 

City's Response: The finding is wrong. Procurement requirements apply to City 
contracts, not to those of its vendors. Integrated Disaster Solutions and Wink Design 
Group engaged as subcontractors to MWH, not as City contractors. As stated in its 
attached response (Attachment A), MWH reviewed and separately approved the City's 
requests that it subcontract the two firms. As with all prime contractors, MWH was 
responsible to manage its subcontractors. 

See attached MWH response (Attachment A). 
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(:::ol{)nel Th(}nl~s. Kirkpatrick 
Sta.te Co{)rcii:nating Offk·et 
State of Louisian!la 
415 North 15th Stre,et 
Baton Rouge, LA 10802 

. iRE: Project IVlmllage.tn·e.l1t Funds 

fv1ay 1, 2007 

City of New Orleans. Orleans Parish 
. FEJ\1A~ 16Q3~DR=LA 

Deaf' Co l(Jl1r~! Kiu·kpatriclc 

ATTACHMENTB 
U.s. D ~I):I\ ri!/i:JC!1! !;If [:1umdll-m:l S!l,!~II1·[ty 
f>!ldcml iEmeJ'gl.mJ;S .rv:umagemelll Ag:e;I~~' 
Umi~iJ!n;L l'nlilslti(1nal R'I!c,,,,eI'V Office 
One 8~il1e Court ". 
Nell!' 'Orlenll5, Lotll!:JlIl1lil 7{JU4 
(S'04) 162-20n.B nf:!1~£ 
(So·n '7(Jt-:~89'9 :Hm 

FE~1A 

This is i.n response to :YOUl' lettei: dated January 23, 2007~ requesting prqjec.t management tlmds 
fo!' the severely 1m.pacted Parishes, As. you ktlmv. our Public Assistance (PA) sect]on has been" -i'Ji,' 

\vorking c.1oseHy 11 .. irh your staff and severely impacted subgrantees to develop all operational 
methodology for providing suppm1 on a :p!q,ject~t"y~project basis, As a JesuIt, FE~,:J[A is ready to 
implemem- an initiative to pl'(t'vid'e the City ofNe"w Orl'eans {CNO),,'vith additional consideration 
ofth.eh spe.cific. project managell!le.nt needs, 

To d~rifY; FEMA Jlublic a..'>sis1flnce recognizes ptojed managell1eElaS the ov·erSight ·of Em 

eligible pnJj:ect JTom the de·sEg;n phase (\vhen ne·cessary) to the c.ompletiolfl of the ,.,'ork These. 
activilies include d:itectm~magemof;n:t of projects in the concept and design stages) the 
pr()(;:"l)rement activities ro·r architectm-.a1/e.n.gineering s;ervices and performance of work> and the 
revle\:I,"and approval of the pmJect design (Re&pOllSe and Recovery Directorate 9525.6). These 
activities must not ibe:comused v"ith tasks th.atare add.ressed by the subgmntee~s sliding scale 
admiInstrative allowance. or any other part.ofth:e scope of"\;vOl'k not recognized as project 
management. 

There are ~1, nW.1ilbeI of accept~lble ways to arrive~"j.i ~U1 estimate; for project management CQ·sts. 
FEMA ·em:(>urag:es !h:e lise {}f appwpriate local data as a pdtnary SOUTCI':: for estimating. 1\[1), time 
ioca.~data us used~FEMi\has a tesPQtJ;slbi1ity to \r,erifi thiiriforination prior to i1npietl1enting the 
data, the CNO pl"Ovided historical data on the cost ot'providing project management support 
through the Capital Pr.ojects A .. dl1!ll1-11stt·ation (CPA) for ~. three year period prior to HurdcSille 
Katrln.a. During this time., the eNO paid an avemge of 11 ~'o fbr pr{)jec.~t m,m~gen\eDt (in addition 
to A&E fees) for projects bet\o'1,r.een $500,000 and $~ million. This data has been verWed f('JJ' 

reason2lblelles~" .md has been ;uppwved for Il:lse. 



Colonel Kirkpatrick 
May 1,2.007 
Page 2 of2: 

Extrapolating this rate ;using the R.S. Iv'feans national av'erages to account fo,l' economlesof scarre 
,mdprojec~ size, suggests that an appropriate range for estimating project management costs for 
the CPA is: 

Project Size I Ol 
/0 -_ ... 

lIInd,er $500,000 1-2 
JLesJ)O, oo_o_to ~_t ,O~~ JlQQ 11 

~ 
$1,000,0.00 tOo .$5,,000,000 10 
Greater than $5,000',000 9 

Proje;ct management CGstsVlliH be applied on a })rQject~by-project basis, ,,,,,hen it is determined 
that the'se tasks arenecessa:ry to complete the eligible stope l)fw{)r.k This appm;ich appHes to 
].onth small and ia:rge p--ro]'ects, and is consistent \vith the p--reviously mentioned R&R directorate ..,. .., . ,.. . 
polky 9525.6, and guidance on Master Serv1t->e Agreemellts (MSA). 

-nis methodolOg)l to arrive at a more accurate estimate for project management costs onky 
addresses the eND, as it is bZl!s.edo'!l! their historical data. Other ;subgrantees that \vere seve;rely 
impacted by Hurricanes Katrina and Rita may also he c-ousidered for a customized estin'l.ate for 
projec~ management. \l'lhen uvailable, the methodology should be based 011 documented project 
manage,ment costs that the slUbgrantee incl:J:ned in the pa..')t. For those subg;rantees where 
historical project TIJanagement data is not av,ailabie, FEMA \\lill tv()rk \vHh Y(H.lf staff and ~J:le 
slUbgrantee to develop a reasonable meihoc1o[ogy to estimate their anticipated cost$, 

This ~lpproach ;::;hotlldptovide adequate s.upp,ort for th.e eligihilit<y of project :management on a 
p:rojec'l.;.by~.ptoject basis and set expectations \vhh the State and the eNO as to the type of'i.vork 
and dOGu:mentation necessary to pedbrm the eligibie repairs. V",Te estimate that this approach vi,in! 
increase existlllg funding fOl'pmject management by approximately $10 million. J have 
instructed the PA Section to proceed with implemel1t~tion oHIlis initiative for the eNO. 

Sl1!Jcerely~ 

cc; Dr. Ed1,:vard J .. Blakely; EXeC1.1tive Director, City QfNew Orleans 
GH J~.mi,eSOIl> Associate Deputy Administrator" GeRO 



REVOLVER FUND BALANCES 

To: 

From: 

Date: 

Harrison Boyd, Director of PDU 

Anthony Trasatti, Project Manager ~ 
6 April 2010 

Dear Mr. Boyd, 

Below is a status of the Revolver accounts as of and for the month ending 28 February 2010 and as 

confirmed by Hancock Bank Statements: 

The Revolving Account: 

This Monthly Period (February 2010) 

Beginning market value: $27,862,821.90 
Dividends and interest: $230.70 
Other Receipts: $186,107.34 
Disbursements: $230.70-
Ending market value: $28,048,929.24 

The Construction Account: 

This Monthly Period (February 2010) 

Beginning market value: $83,703,184.02 
Dividends and interest: $743.05 
Other receipts: $743.05-
Disbursements: $3,906,903.39-
Ending market value: $79,797,766.73 

The combined ending market value of the two accounts equals-$107,846,695.97 

"j l~; OHRI\CTGN AVE., ~;U1TE 2(l"l. EVhNSTON. H. 6020"1 
8~ l, 492 .8·1:)4 HAG Ln-;-YGONSULTl NG ,C(l M 

CHICAGO WASHINGTUH [) C. 



PROJECT MANAGEMENT FEES THROUGH 2009 

To: 

From: 

Harrison Boyd, Director of PDU ~ 

Anthony Trasatti, Project Manager~ 
6 April 2010 Date: 

Dear Mr. Boyd, 

Over the last several months the PDU has undertaken several steps to look at MWH project 
management fees and the allocation of costs among projects. More recently, the PDU has also 
undertaken steps to develop an allocation model to distribute project management fees to the 
various funding sources at the-project level based on the dollar value that each funding source 
contributes to the recovery project. 

Per your request of determining whether MWH has exceeded 8% ofthe design and construction 
costs for recovery projects thrOUgh year end of December 2009, as of December 2009, the allocation 
model suggests that MWH project management tees billed to date do not exceed 8% of the 
estimated design and construction costs. The allocation model is an iterative and dynamic model that 
requires the follOWing decisions in order to properly calculate the baseline for determining whether 
MWH has exceeded their limit; 

.. Conclusive list of those projects that are being managed by MWH under their contractual 
obligation; 

• Conclusive list of those projects that are being managed by CPA and whether MWH project 
management fees are alrowable; 

• Conclusive list ofthose projects that were transferred between CPA and MWH and the 
agreed Iifecycles for those projects managed by MWH; 

• Conclusive Jist of the alternate projects or projects that should be "zeroed-out"; 
• Conclusive schedule of the project Iifecycles and the agreed "progress percentage" allowable 

for each phase of the lifecycJe; 

• Line item review of each project to agree on the estimated design and construction cost; 

Please understand that each of the items above will be incorporated into the allocation model as 
those decisions are made. It is our preference thatthose decisions become "institutionalized" 
and part of MWH's database which is a source for many of the data fields within the allocation 
model. 



ATTACHMENT D 
Single PW for Project Pilot Program - Standard Operating Procedure 
FEMA Public Assistance Program 
DR-1603/DR-1607 

1. Introducti.on 

A Single PWfor Project Management Pi.lot Program was authorized by the September 
5, 2007 letter from Jim Stark, Director, Transitional Recovery Office to Col. Kirkpatrick, 
GOHSEP. With the concurrence and commitment of all parties, the Pilot Program 
initiative will deliver additional project management consideration to the initial 23 pre
identified Sub-grantees. 

The intent is ·to provide additional consideration of Project Management funding for 
. severely-impacted Sub-grantees using' a single, or limited number of aggregated, 
single-PWs grouped logically at the Sub-grantfJe's request. . 

What is Project Management? 

Project Management (PM) is the scope of non-construction activiti.es necessary to move 
a specific project forward, incl~ding: 

• Management of Design - scoping, bidding, awarding, scheduling, monitoring, 
reviewing the design of repairs 

• M.anage.mentof Construction - scoping, bidding, awarding, scheduling, 
monitoring, processing payments, reviewing,. testing, and acceptance of the 
construction work 

Project Management is' particularly relevant for severely impacted Sub-grantees with 
multiple, complex and inter-related projects that are unable to move forward effectively. 
due to the lack of sufficient qualified staff to assist them in completing their recovery 
efforts. PM is similar to architectural and engineering (A&E) design as they are both 
professional serviqes that can be eligible if the work is reasonable ·and necessary to 
perform the eligible scope of repair. 

Heavily impacted applicants with a' diverse set of recovery projects necessarily have 
different needs than those appHcants with only minimal or minor damage. These 
severely impacted applicants may under normal circumstances have little or no 
expertise, and minimal resources avaUable for work typically associated with disaster 
recovery. It is the intent of this SOP to recognize th.at there is some reasonable level of 
effort associated with management of an applicant's I 

/~:J :Jc/-zzC ~ ~~t-D TheEligibiUty of PM and PM contracts . ..- i 

Guidance for determining eligibility of PM,in Publici 
provided in FEMA Policy 9525.6, Project SupervisioJ 
grantees. Eligible project management activities ~ 
gr~ntee ~ould have performed in the .absence of Fed1 

There are a number of potential issues for Sub-gran~ 
PM services. These include contract tasks that are tl 
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eligibility, a lack of necessary oversight or cost tracking, and challenges with suitable 
documentation linking work performed with eligible projects. Th:is Standard Operating 
Procedure (SOP) outlines roles and responsibilities for the Sub-grantee, State and 
FEMA to minimize the risk associated with these issues. 

Establishing PM Costs 

For the Katrina and Rita recovery, most large, permanent work projects were estimated 
using'the Cost Estimating Format (CEF) - particularly those for severely-impacted Sub
grantees. Funding for project management, within the CEf, is based on industry 
standards or averages. , 
The preferred approach for establishing PM costs is for the Sub-grantee (with the 
assistance of the State and,FEMA) to develop a reasonable ,scope of work and timeline. 

, Based on that scope and schedule, the appropriate level of effort can then de 
determined. Once the reasonable effort has been determined, the cost of that effort can 
then be determined. Project Management costs can also include the cost of field offices 
and office supplies necessary ,to support the above effort. 

The goal is to provide a reasonable level of funding, based on a reasonable level of 
effort and cost. 

, I 

This SOP outlines the process for documenting the ,increase in funding above typical 
industry standards and the tasks associated with PM in the recovery effqrt. 

Reporting Requirement 

This Pi.lot Program is an exception to the, normal practice of including PM on each 
appropriate permanent work PW. Because this single-PW approach is a Pilot Program 
initiative, FE'MA expects the State to provide a quarterly status report for the 23 Sub
grantees. These summaries wi:1I aUow FEMA and the State to perform periodic checks 
for each Sub-grantee and add a quality assurance component to the process. FEMA 
reserves the right to terminate the Pilot Program initiative and return to the standard PA
process for PM., 

2. Projects Elig'ible for PM· Consideration 

The Pilot Program is designed to deliver appropriate funding consideration of Project 
Management for Sub-grantees and their projects that require PM to perform the 
underlying, elig,ible scope of repair work (typically construction PWs). The Pilot Program 
does not change the bas,ic eligibiHty and application of PM in the PA Program. 

• The Pilot Program 'will primarily focus on large, permanent work construction 
projects 

• Emergency work may be considered - this is only applicable to large, emergency 
work projects involving construction of facilities; 
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• Sma'lI projects typical'ly wi.1I not be induded unless they are incomplete, require 
the same PM tasks to be performed and/or logically fit into the Sub-grantee 
grouping, for example where a small project PW is logically associated with other 
PW's at 1 site. 

• Completed projects should not be considered 

3. importance of getting information from State and Sub-grantee 

Sub-grantees should initiate the request for additional PM consideration with the State 
and be prepared to document both the tasks to be performed and. the reasonable costs 
to perform the tasks. 

The State should review the Sub-grantee request and forward their recommendation to 
the FEMA Project Management Team and Public Assistance Coordinator (PAC). The 
State recommendation should be properly documented and indude a copy of the Sub
grantee-provided information. The FEMA PAC, Operations Lead and Project 
Management Team will review the State recommendation and respond in writing. 

The FEMA review will result either in a request for more information or apprqval / denial 
of the recommendation. It is important that FEMA, the State and the Sub-grantee work 
openly and collaboratively at this stage to understand the boundaries of PM and set 
appropriate expectations for eligibility of tasks and reasonableness of costs. 

4 .. Docum~nting· eligible tasks to be performed 

It is very importan.t that the Sub-grantee understands the scope of PM activities eligible 
und~r the PA program. Most activities undertaken by a Sub-grantee that are' recovery- . 
related can be categorized as either: 

• Not elig.ible under, PA, or 
• Eligible and covered by the Administrative Allowance, or 
• Eligible and part of project management (required to design or construct the 

facility.) 

-The State and FEMA need to understand how the Sub-grantee is going to performRA
elig·ible PM activities and how they will be documented. Therefore, as part of their 
original request, the Sub-grantee wHl: 

.. Document eligible PM activities by task to be undertaken, and 
• Document whether the tasks will be performed with existing in-house resources, 

new in-house staff or with contract staff. 
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5. Writing the Single-PW for PM 

When FEMA provides written approval of the State's recommendation for PM support to 
a. particular Sub-grantee, a sing·le-PW for PM can be written. Each PW will be different 
given the' needs and circumstances of the Sub-grantee; however, there are ce·rtain 
common elements that must be captured in the PW, including: 

• A copy of the September 5, 2007 Stark letter authorizing a single-PW for PM pilot 
program, 

• The Sub-grantee's request, 
• The Sub-grantee's list of approved PM tasks, 
• The Sub-grantee's documentation of reasonable costs, 
t; A list of the underlying permanent work projects themselves and the associated 

PW number, 
• A summary of the project, original amount included in the PWs for PM and the 

new individual PM contribution of th.at project to the overall PW cost estimate, 
• The State's recommendation regarding the Sub-grantee request, and 
• A copy of any .bid packets, contract or other documentation let for the PM work. 

To the greatest extent practical FEMA will attempt to incorporate the sub-grantee's list 
of eligibl,e PM tasks into the PW scope of work in order to facilitate grants management 
and ~ub-,g:rantee reimbursement. 

6. De-obligating dupHcated PM from the underl.ying construction PWs 

At the same time the single-PW is written, PW versions will be written for all current, 
associated projects de-obligating any PM funding. The versions should reference the 
single-PW for PM. The de-obligating PWs will be entered into NEMIS at approximately 
the same time that the single-PW for PM .is obl:igated. 

7. Handling Special Considerations 

In many cases, the writing of a single-PWfor PM will result in a large number of PW 
versions de-obligating PM fr9m existing .PWs. QA/QC should be notified that these PWs 
are being written and are rel.ated toa change in PM funding for that Sub-grantee. This 
wHi facilitate efficient reviews and assist With timing the obligation / de-obligation 

.... process. . ... 

8. Handling Improved and Alternate Project Status 

The single-PW approach can include projects that have different project status, 
inclUding improved Projects. The associated PM activities will be subject to the same 
limitations (including. capping) as the underiyi.ng work as appropriate. The PW will 
requir~ that all costs associated. with non-eligible work be tracked and accounted for 
separately. This is particularly relevant for Improved Projects where there is additional 
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non-PA el"igible work. The Sub-grantee is responsible for the PM costs associated with 
the inelig'ible work. . 

PM cost associated with Alternate Projects will be included with the Alternate Project 
and are not to be included in the rollup PW created under th.is program. 

9. Reviewing Contracts 

The State will work with SUb-grantees to review contrCict terms and conditions to ensure 
that both the scope and cost are eligible and reasonable. Project management 
contracts, whether MSAs or more. traditional agreements, must: 

• Comply with the procurement requirements of Title 44 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations (44 CFR), Part 13.36. As a reminder, contracts that are contingent 
on the Sub-grantee's receipt of FEMA funding or are based on the contractor's 
cost plus a percentage of cost or are a percentage of construction shall" not be 
used. 

• Be reviewed to ensure no duplication in scope with the Sub-grantee's staff duties 
or other contract work,and 

• Provide for documentation of the work that is traceable back to specific, eligible 
projects. 

10. Costs and Versioning PM PWs 

PM PWs will be versioned on a case by case basis,'justified by changes in the scope of 
work. 

11. Roles and Responsibilities 

Sub-grantee 

The Sub-grantee is responsible for submitting a request to the State for consideration of 
project management on a single-PW. The Sub-grantee and State must determine the 
eligible project management tasks and a methodology for estimating reasonable pmject 
management costs. 

During operations, the Sub-grantee is responsible for manag:ing the project 
~managementcontractor,~ accounting for costs on· aproject-by-project basis and 

maintaining documentation. Th.e Sub-grantee will submit periodic, sing:le invoices to the 
State for PM activities and include backup. The 8ub-grantee's documentation must 
include the' biUing of each project management contractor or. force account payroll 
records, and this documentation must correlate to the actual' construction projects 
(underlying PW's). At closeout, the Sub-grantee must provide project specific source 
documentation and a summary of expenditures. 
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Note: Some Sub-grantees have entered into project management agreements, but 
have not tracked their time down to a specific project or PW. For these Sub-grantees 
FEMA will write PM PW versions to prorate or allocate the costs to date using the 
underlying PWs as a proportional basis; however, the work going forward will be tracked 
on a PW basis. 

The proration will need to be evaluated for reasonableness. This is intended to mean 
that the costs to date should be in line with the cost of the level of effort expended on 
the underlying projects, for eligible scope. Ideally, an analysis showing the scope, effort 
and cost of the effort on the work performed to date would result in a similar amount to 
the cost to date and would therefore Justify the cost to date. Regardless, costs going 
forward must be tracked on a PW basis. 

State 

The State will work with the Sub-grantee to develop an internal analysis of the numbers 
of PWs, project dollars and the requests to FEMA for a single-PW for PM. The State 
will submit the request to. FEMA. The State is responsible for reviewing the Sub
grantees procurement practices 'and contract with each project management contractor 

. prior to the start of work ~nd ensuring the Sub-grantee is aware of eligible PM tasks. 
Further, the State is -responsible for explaining the documentation req.uirements to each 
Sub-grantee. 

During' operations, the State will monitor construction progress, reporting and 
documentation to ensure it is consistent with' the provisions of a sing.le project 
management PW process. The State will review, provide details, and notify FEMA of 
any event that may trigger the need to version the single-PW. This should include any 
changes in project status; significant versions to any related construction PWs that may 
require additional PM funding, and any Special Considerations information already 
made available to the State. At closeout, the State will participate in the review of all 
Sub-grantee documentation based upon project specific accounting. 

FEMA 

FEMA will review and approve each request and analysis. from the State for a single
PW for PM. As Sub-grantees are approved, FEMA will obligate a single-PW for PM 
costs and. de-obligate PM costs included in any associated construction PWs. The 

. single-PW will be written to include a listing of eligible project management tasks and 
the underlying construction PWs. FEMA will participate ·in the closeout efforts. . . . 

12. Sample Language 

The following items are exampl.es of Typical Project Management Tasks 

Note - this list should be furnished in writing by the Sub-grantee and represent on.ly 
those activities that they would have performed in the absence of Federal funding. This 
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list is not exhaustive and does not imply these are the only tasks that can be eligible for 
a project; nor do they imply that these tasks are reasonable or necessary for a particular 
project. 

• Procurement activities for AlE se~ices 
• Procurement activities for construction contract 
• Work with department's "User agency" and AlE contractor to develop the scope· 

of work 
• Establish the design scope and review document development 
• Management/oversight of any required owner-furnished testing & inspection 

services 
e Meet AlE consultants at various phases during document preparation 
• Evaluate scope changes or additions proposed by the AlE consultants 
• Evaluate construction cost estimates 
• Review preliminary and final plans and specifications to ensure they: 

o Comply with Design Standards, 
o Comply with applicable Codes and Standards, and 
o . Comply with any and. all permitting restrictions/requirements (federal, 

state, or local entities with Jurisdiction forthe facility, etc.). 
• Coordinate/manage design and construction schedules 
• Provide safety & permits information for Building Permit 
• Coordinate with Sub-grantee'sfinancial department to ensure adequate project 

funding 
• Recommend final documents for bid advertisement 
• Review aU addenda 
• Attend pre-bid meetings . 
• Attend bid openings and review AlE bid tabUlations 
• Recommend award of construction contract to governing authority or recommend 

rejection of bids 
• Attend pre-construction meetings 
• Review all AlE and contractor payment applications for acceptabmty 
• Maintain schedules on the deadlines of document submittals and completion of 

construction schedule 
• Review the Schedule of Values and Proposed Construction Schedules 
• Make routine site visits to evaluate progress, performance and compliance 

. • Attend progress meetings 
. . •.. Prepare and maintain detailed project fi.les 

• Provide ongoing monitoring/reporting to Sub-grantee Administrator 
• Evaluate Change Order proposals, (scope of work 'and costs) for changes or 

additions during construction phase 
• Participate in the Substantial Completion Inspection and reviewing/approving AlE 

punch list of unfin.ished work. . . 
• Recommend Substantial Completion Certificate 
• Process Substantial Completion Certificates thru any lien period 
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• Review all completed work with the NE and reviewing AlE recommendation for 
Final Acceptance, 

• Review contractor's final Pay Application" clear Lien and Privilege Certificate and 
Consent of Surety. 

Program Level Tasks: The scope of work may also contain tasks that apply to more 
than one PW, or where the work done'under one PW can be used on other PWs with 
little or no change. These tasks can be prorated between underlying projects; however, 
this should be approved in advance and tracked separately. 

13. Approved Sub-grantees for PM Pilot Program 

Currently the following .23 Sub-grantees are approved for consideration in the Pilot 
Program: 

1. City of New Orleans Capital Projects Adminjstration (CNO) 
2. Sewer & Water Board of New Orleans (SWBNO) 
3. Jefferson Parish 
4. St. Bernard Parish 
5. Facilities Planning & Control (FP&C) 
6. Orleans Parish School Board (OPSB) 
7. Cameron Parish Pol.ice Jury 
8; Cameron Parish School Board 
9. Recovery School District (RSD) 
10. Plaquem'ines Parish 
11. St Bernard Parish School Board 
12. Archdiocese of New Orleans 
13. Delgado Community College 
14. Plaquemines Parish School Board 
15. St Tammany Parish School Board 
16. Tulane 
17. Vermillion Parish School Board 
18. Orleans Levee District 
19. Jefferson Parish Public School System 
20. Orleans Parish Criminal Sheriffs Dept. 
21. Holy Cross 
22. LSUHealth Science Center - New Orleans 
23. LSU HSCD Medical Center 

APPROVEQ: 

/fJ)-:><= &~ ~BoSler 
Assistant Deputy Director 
GOHSEP 
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APPENDIX B:  OIG CONSIDERATION OF OFFICIAL RESPONSE 
FROM CITY OF NEW ORLEANS  

 
 
A draft internal review copy of the OIG’s Review of City of New Orleans Professional Services 
Contract With MWH Americas, Inc. for Project Infrastructure Project Management (the “Draft 
Report”) was provided to City officials on March 4, 2010.  In the transmittal letter, the OIG 
offered the City an opportunity to schedule an exit conference to discuss the Draft Report’s 
findings with OIG staff.  City officials chose not to meet with the OIG staff prior to responding to 
the Draft Report. 
  
On April 15, 2010, in accordance with City Code section 2-1120(9)(c), the City submitted to the 
OIG a written response to the findings of the Draft Report.  The City’s response is attached to 
the final report as Appendix A.   
 
The findings in this report relate to the City’s procurement and management of a major 
contract for professional services and the OIG’s recommendations are directed at City officials 
responsible for carrying out these functions.  Although City officials are responsible for 
evaluating and responding to these findings and recommendations, the City relied heavily on its 
contractor, MWH Americas, Inc. (MWH), in responding to the report.  The City included an 
extensive response prepared by MWH as “Attachment A” to the City’s response. We have not 
attached MWH’s response to the final report because MWH is not an entity of City government 
and is not responsible for the City’s procurement and contract oversight practices.  
 
The OIG considered the City’s response and made changes to its final report where appropriate.  
The OIG now replies to the City’s response regarding each of the 14 findings. 
 
FINDING 1.  THE CITY SELECTED MWH THROUGH A FLAWED PROCUREMENT PROCESS THAT  
  FAILED TO PRODUCE MEANINGFUL COMPETITION. 

 
CITY RESPONSE TO FINDING 1: 
 
The finding is wrong. The Inspector General applied a deficient understanding to render an 
incorrect analysis and finding. 
 
The City has previously remarked the Inspector General's misunderstanding of basic professional 
services procurement theory and practice. The Inspector General has not improved his 
understanding, and the City will repeat. 
 
By definition, professional services procurement practice applies subjective factors to reach 
subjective management decisions in the City's best interest

 

. It cannot be otherwise. No more 
than an individual must engage a physician or attorney based on lowest price must the City 
select professional services providers based on objective criteria. 
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Furthermore, as clearly stated in City Requests for Proposals, 
 

 "This Request for Proposals and any related discussions or evaluations by anyone 
create no rights or obligations whatsoever. The City may cancel or modify this 
solicitation at any time at will, with or without notice. Anything to the contrary 
notwithstanding, the Professional Services contract executed by the City and the 
selected applicant, if any, is the exclusive statement of rights and obligations 
extending from this solicitation." 

 
The Inspector General's statements that, "A basic tenet of fair (professional services)  
competition is that  ...  all proposers must be treated equally,"  and that professional services 
proposers must “…  compete on a level playing field” are completely wrong.  Just as a private 
attorney has no right to represent a client, proposers in City professional services solicitations 
have no right to anything. Again, it cannot be otherwise in professional services solicitations 
inherently resolved on subjective factors by the responsible City executive exercising official 
judgment in the City's best interest. 
 
Because it cannot be otherwise, the requirement in City Charter Section 6-308 (5) that the City 
award professional services contracts, " ... on the basis of a competitive selection process ... 
established by executive order of the Mayor" takes a particular meaning. In the public interest, 
it means that the professional services solicitation process must permit the responsible 
executive to render knowledgeable decisions in the City's many and changing interests. The 
competition is internal to the City,

 

 and it is based on information relevant to the need. Because 
information is never complete, the issue in the end is whether the executive rendered an 
informed and responsible decision in the City's interest. The standard is not objective selection 
criteria. The standard is not whether another might decide differently. The standard is not the 
Inspector General's understanding. The standard is whether the executive responsible for the 
City administration reasonably obtained relevant information and reasonably applied it in the 
City's need. 

Supplying extensive information about its experience, credentials, and plans, MWH submitted 
proposals in all three City's solicitations for Architectural Design Services, Construction 
Management Services, and Public Infrastructure Project Manager Services. The Inspector 
General does not say that MWH lacked the qualifications to perform the consolidated services. 
The Inspector General does not say that the Mayor could not have reasonably selected MWH to 
perform the consolidated services in the circumstances prevailing and with the information 
obtained. City selection panels received and reviewed proposals. They reported findings to the 
Mayor. He reviewed proposals and findings, consolidated them, and, in the City's urgent need 
and interest, reasonably selected MWH to perform the combined work. The Inspector General's 
understanding, analysis, and finding are wrong. 
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OIG COMMENT: 
 
The OIG stands by Finding 1 of its report. 
 
The City’s response does not dispute the factual basis for the finding.  Instead, the City argues 
that the Charter does not require fair and open competition for professional services contracts. 
The City contends that the requirement for a competitive selection process is met by a 
competition that is “internal to the City” and based on subjective factors.   
 
The citizens of New Orleans passed a Charter amendment in 1995 requiring that professional 
service contracts be awarded on the basis of a competitive selection process.  According to the 
Louisiana Supreme Court, the driving force behind civic support for the Charter amendment 
creating a competitive selection process for the award of professional service contracts was a 
desire to “minimize or restrict political patronage in the awarding of consultant contracts.”1

                                                      
1 Alliance for Affordable Energy v. Council of the City of New Orleans, 96-0700 (La. 7/2/96), 677 So.2d 
424. 
 

  
The intent in requiring a competitive selection process is to limit the discretion of the Mayor to 
award contracts based on purely subjective factors known only to the Mayor. There can be no 
genuine competition without clear, fair rules that are consistently applied to all competitors. 
The argument that the City has no duty to treat businesses who seek public contracts fairly 
reflects attitudes of a by-gone era and ignores modern procurement principles, such as those 
embodied by the American Bar Association’s Model Procurement Code for State and Local 
Government. The Model Procurement Code incorporates the following objectives for a sound 
procurement process:  (1) to ensure the fair and equitable treatment of all persons who deal 
with the procurement system, and (2) to foster effective broad-based competition within the 
free enterprise system.  
 
The City runs the risk that reputable businesses will simply choose not to seek City contracts if 
they do not have confidence in the fairness and integrity of the selection process, and the City 
will be deprived the benefits of robust, market-driven competition.   
 
 
FINDING 2.  MWH WAS NOT REQUIRED TO SUBMIT A COMPETITIVE COST PROPOSAL AND THE  
  CITY HAD NO ASSURANCE THAT MWH'S FEES ARE COMPETITIVE. 
 
CITY RESPONSE TO FINDING 2: 
 
In developing the scope of work for the MWH contract, the City sought the assistance of internal 
and external reviewers, which included experienced community leaders and industry experts, to 
properly vet the rates, scope of work, and the contract as a whole. The City researched the rates 
for Project Management used by other parishes and local agencies (i.e. Jefferson Parish, the 
Superdome, etc.) The City thus negotiated rates with MWH that were consistent with the 
market, competitive, and ultimately reimbursable by FEMA. 
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OIG COMMENT: 
 
The OIG stands by Finding 2 of its report. 
 
The City’s response acknowledges that the City did not require MWH to submit a competitive 
price proposal, but contends that the City’s market research ensured that rates negotiated with 
MWH were competitive. As evidence, the City references a table, created by MWH, of rates 
currently charged by other firms for project management services provided to the New Orleans 
Sewerage & Water Board, the Orleans Parish Criminal Sheriff, and one Louisiana jurisdiction 
(Cameron Parish) not directly related to the City.  The table, attached to this report as Appendix 
C, shows rate schedules that are not only remarkably similar but, with the exception of 
Cameron Parish, identical. The striking similarity of these rates is not an indication of a healthy, 
competitive market but rather suggests potential collusion among firms. The risk of collusive 
practices is sharply increased when rates are established through private negotiations rather 
than through genuine competition.  
 
At the time the Draft Report was completed, the City was unable to locate 12 out of the 24 
proposals submitted in response to the three RFPs.  The OIG was unable to compare all price 
proposals received for the project management contract in its Draft Report.  After receiving the 
Draft Report, the City provided 10 of the previously missing proposals, including proposals 
received from two firms the City rated highly in its evaluations:  Richard C. Lambert Consultants, 
LLC, and Shaw Environmental & Infrastructure, Inc.  The rate schedules submitted by these 
firms, as well as the rate schedules submitted by two other highly rated proposers (Burk-
Kleinpeter, Inc. and Regional Management Group) discussed in the text of the report are 
attached as Appendix D. These schedules show a range of rates submitted by four qualified 
competitors for the MWH contract that are, for the most part, substantially lower than the 
rates the City negotiated with MWH. To ensure that the City received the benefit of truly 
competitive rates, the City should have required MWH to compete with rates offered by other 
qualified firms seeking this contract.  
 
 
FINDING 3.  MWH HAS REFUSED TO PROVIDE EVIDENCE THAT IT IS HONORING ITS CONTRACTUAL 
  OBLIGATION TO CHARGE THE CITY ITS "MOST FAVORED CUSTOMER RATES." 
 
CITY RESPONSE TO FINDING 3: 
 
As stated above in the City's response to Finding 2, the rates negotiated in the MWH contract 
were competitive and consistent with the market. The City has not found any other public 
contracts held by MWH for which they provide comparable services, making "most favored 
customer rates" meaningless for this contract. 
 
OIG COMMENT: 
 
The OIG stands by Finding 3 of its report.  The City’s response does not dispute the factual basis 
of the finding.   
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FINDING 4.  THE CITY IMPROPERLY PAID MWH FOR NEGOTIATING THE CONTRACT. 
 
CITY RESPONSE TO FINDING 4: 
 
The City did not pay MWH for negotiating its contract with the City, and MWH did not bill the 
City for negotiating its contract. This assertion by the OIG is incorrect, irresponsible, and without 
any basis in fact. The $42,711.88 invoice referenced in the OIG's Draft Report represented fees 
for services that MWH provided to expedite the establishment of a project management 
structure. 
 
According to the invoice, which was approved by the head of the Office of Recovery 
Management at the time, these services included MWH's development of a plan for the 
management structure between the City, MWH and FEMA, conducting preliminary assessments 
of the City's management infrastructure, developing plans for software and systems 
infrastructure, and reviewing FEMA project worksheets. The City determined that MWH incurred 
reasonable fees in connection with the aforementioned tasks requested by the City and the fees 
invoiced to the City represented time spent on those tasks, not for negotiating MWH's contract. 
 
OIG COMMENT: 
 
After reviewing the City’s response, the OIG has modified Finding 4 of its report to state that 
the City improperly paid MWH for pre-contract services rather than for “negotiation” of the 
contract. 
 
We have reviewed MWH’s invoice and timesheets for the relevant period and do not agree 
with the City’s statement that the invoice provides a description of the services MWH provided 
to the City.  The MWH invoice and timesheets, which describe the services only as “PRE-
CONTRACT,” are attached to this report as Appendix E. The MWH timesheets, together with the 
record of email communications between MWH and the City, indicate that the billings during 
the pre-contract period were for time spent negotiating the terms of the contract, including the 
roles of various members of the project management team and the scope of work incorporated 
in the final contract document. The two MWH executives whose timesheets account for most 
of the hours billed were the individuals responsible for conducting negotiations on MWH’s 
behalf.  Their emails suggest that these negotiations were their primary activity during that 
time. Because of the lack of specificity in MWH’s billings, however, we are not able to eliminate 
the possibility that MWH performed other services during this time period.  We have therefore 
modified this finding. 
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FINDING 5.  THE CONTRACT DID NOT REQUIRE MWH TO ASSIGN KEY PERSONNEL TO THE   
  INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT. 
 
CITY RESPONSE TO FINDING 5: 
 
The finding is wrong. Section 2.3 of the contract requires MWH to "prepare and update a 
staffing projection, to be reviewed with [the City] not less than monthly. The City reviews and 
revises MWH's personnel assignments on a monthly basis as part of its invoice review process. 
Further, the City and the originating departments supported by MWH under this contract have 
fully exercised the right of approval and request for key personnel replacement. 
 
OIG COMMENT: 
 
The OIG stands by Finding 5 of its report.  The City’s response does not dispute the factual basis 
of the finding.   
 
 
FINDING 6.  THE CONTRACT CALLS FOR MWH TO BE PAID ON A TIME AND MATERIALS BASIS, A  
  FORM OF COMPENSATION THAT PRESENTS A HIGH RISK OF EXCESSIVE CHARGES. 
 
CITY RESPONSE TO FINDING 6: 
 
MWH bills the City for services provided based on a fee schedule, but the City has capped the 
total cost for the MWH contract at eight percent (8%) of the overall cost of the recovery 
program. This 8% cap is well below the threshold that FEMA established for project 
management costs, which is nine percent (9%) to twelve percent (12%) of project costs. Further, 
the City closely monitors MWH's charges and expenditures, and adjusts the payment structure 
to control the cost as needed. The City has not paid excessive charges for project management. 
 
OIG COMMENT: 
 
The OIG stands by Finding 6 of its report.  The City’s response does not dispute the factual basis 
of the finding.   
 
 
FINDING 7.  THE CONTRACT CALLS FOR MWH TO BE PAID FOR EXPENSES ON A COST-PLUS-  
  PERCENTAGE-OF-COST BASIS, A FORM OF COMPENSATION THAT IS SPECIFICALLY  
  PROHIBITED UNDER FEMA RULES. 
 
CITY RESPONSE TO FINDING 7: 
 
The OIG's Draft Report erroneously applies the "cost plus" label to a small part of the MWH 
contract and then characterized the entire contract as "cost plus". The OIG recognizes that 
labor, the largest component of the contract, is billed at an agreed upon hourly billing rate 
schedule, which is not done in cost plus contracts. The only component of the contract that 
allows MWH to add fees to their expenses relates to the reimbursement of their "other direct 
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costs" (i.e. travel and mileage expenses). This is commonplace in the industry and is not 
prohibited by FEMA rules. 
 
In response to this OIG Draft Report, the City requested MWH to provide a written clarification 
for any and all cost issues referred to in the 2006 Department of Homeland Security (DHS) report 
cited by OIG.   MWH has provided us with the following response: "The contract referenced in 
the OIG report was executed days after Katrina, and did not contain the same terms as MWH's 
current contract with the City. Because these contracts are so different, a comparison is not 
appropriate. However, it is worth clarifying further that FEMA has reimbursed the State and 
then the City for all costs associated with that 2005 drain cleaning contract.” 
 
OIG COMMENT: 
 
The OIG stands by Finding 7 of its report.  
 
The City’s statement that the OIG characterized the entire contract as “cost plus” is inaccurate.  
The report states that the contract calls for MWH to mark up its direct costs by approximately 
23%. This mark-up is a cost-plus-percentage-of-cost provision that is prohibited by FEMA 
reimbursement rules, which are described in 44 C.F.R. §13.36(f)(4), appended to this report as 
Appendix F.  
 
 
FINDING 8.  THE NOT-TO-EXCEED CONTRACT COST WAS NOT BASED ON A REALISTIC BUDGET FOR 
  THE INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT. 
 
CITY RESPONSE TO FINDING 8: 
 
The finding is wrong. Within a month after Hurricane Katrina, the City began damage 
assessments and came up with an estimate of $400 million for facilities alone. The estimate for 
damage to streets is $450 million to $500 million. FEMA has acknowledged that the budget for 
these projects would evolve as damage estimates were refined and the actual cost of repair was 
incurred, which is also acknowledged by the OIG in draft report. Based on the subsequent 
Comprehensive Damage Reports (CDRs) completed for many of the City's facilities, the cost 
estimates have increased substantially and have been affirmed by FEMA through increased 
versions to PWs. As more projects move into construction, the City anticipates that the overall 
cost estimates will continue to increase. 
 
As stated above in the City's response to Finding 6, the 8% not-to-exceed cap that the City 
placed on project management costs in the MWH contract is well below the mean national 
averages for project management costs recognized by FEMA (See Attachment B). It is important 
to note that MWH is below the 8% cap, and thus the cap is an effective cost control measure. 
 
OIG COMMENT: 

The OIG stands by Finding 8 of its report.  
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The City’s response reflects a misguided notion that a cost estimate is a budget. A budget 
requires not only a cost estimate, but also funding to match the cost estimate. The City chose to 
include non-FEMA eligible work among the projects to be managed by MWH. But the City did 
not have sufficient funding from bonds, grants, or other sources to complete this work and 
therefore had not developed a realistic budget for projects to be managed by MWH. The City 
relied on a cost estimate rather than on a budget to calculate the cap on MWH’s fees. This 
resulted in overstating the maximum amount MWH could bill without exceeding the 8% cap.  
 
 
FINDING 9.  MWH's BILLINGS FOR CAPITAL PROJECTS PROVIDE NO BASIS FOR ALLOCATING COSTS 
  TO SPECIFIC PROJECTS OR FOR KEEPING MWH'S FEES IN LINE WITH OVERALL   
  PROJECT COSTS. 
 
CITY RESPONSE TO FINDING 9: 
 
On August 17, 2009, FEMA provided standard operating procedures for the Single PW for 
Project Management Pilot Program to all 23 sub·grantees that were recipients of the pilot 
program (Attachment D), even though the project had been approved on September 5, 2007. 
Prior to the promulgation of these standard operating procedures in August 2009, FEMA did not 
require project management costs to be billed to specific projects under the single PW for 
Project Management Pilot Program. Rather, costs were billed to the PW and FEMA has 
approved reimbursement of those costs. But in July 2009, even before receiving the procedures 
from FEMA, the City began requiring MWH to bill their project management time against 
specific projects as a further cost control measure.` 
 
The invoices submitted to the City by MWH are consistent with the terms of the contract. Project 
management costs and fees are routinely reviewed and invoices are accompanied by supporting 
backup documentation. This process provides mechanisms for both parties to assure that all 
activities and billings are done in accordance with the contract. MWH has worked with the City 
to ensure program management documentation complies with applicable regulations and 
maximize FEMA reimbursements to the City. 
 
OIG COMMENT: 
 
The OIG stands by Finding 9 of its report.  
 
The City’s response does not dispute the factual basis for the finding, but argues that the City 
lacked clear guidance from FEMA before August 17, 2009, that project-by-project accounting 
was required for project management expenses. Written records, however, show that FEMA 
advised the City of this requirement much earlier, before MWH had submitted any billings to 
the City under the project management contract. Appended to this report as Appendix G are a 
letter dated September 5, 2007, from FEMA to the Louisiana State Coordinating Officer and the 
initial version of the FEMA Project Worksheet for project management costs (PW 17452) dated 
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January 23, 2008.  Each of these documents clearly states that the City must track project 
management costs on a project-by-project basis to satisfy FEMA reimbursement requirements.  
 
 
FINDING 10.  THE CITY ALLOWED MWH'S FEES TO MOUNT FASTER THAN THE RATE OF PROGRESS  
  ON CAPITAL PROJECTS.  
 
CITY RESPONSE TO FINDING 10: 
 
This finding further demonstrates the OIG's lack of understanding about project management 
practices. The City has aligned its approach to infrastructure project management with industry 
standards, specifically with the distribution of project management costs through the life cycle 
of projects. Project management work is front loaded, meaning the majority of project 
management activities occur in the early life cycle of infrastructure projects, such as planning, 
designing, and the bid and award phases. During the construction phase, project management 
responsibilities are reduced, and thus project management fees are less. Similarly, MWH's level 
of effort has been higher to get the recovery program moving and get hundreds of projects into 
design. When these projects move to construction, their level of effort will be reduced, as will 
their costs. 
 
OIG COMMENT: 

The OIG stands by Finding 10 of its report.  
 
The City’s statement that it “aligned its approach to infrastructure project management with 
industry standards” is at odds with the evidence we obtained from reviewing billing records and 
interviewing City officials responsible for managing the MWH contract. The PDU Director 
described serious problems with the City’s contract management during the first 19 months of 
the MWH contract. He told our staff that MWH reported to multiple managers within City 
government, was given overlapping task assignments, and was assigned to tasks that were not 
project-related. He also said that MWH had multiple, unnecessary layers of managers on 
projects. This description of contract management problems was supported by our review of 
MWH billing records. 
 
The PDU Director said that the City’s failure to manage the contract effectively for the first 19 
months led to excessive costs, as reflected in the analysis prepared by the City’s financial 
management consultant, appended to this report as Appendix H. This analysis shows that as of 
the end of July 2009, 36% of MWH billings could not be allocated to any project, much less to 
any measure of progress. The City’s July 2009 analysis applied industry standards to calculate 
the progress value of MWH’s services and determined that MWH’s fees exceeded the rate of 
progress on projects.  
 
The PDU Director told our staff in November 2009 that the City was instituting changes in the 
management of MWH’s contract, including reducing the number of projects MWH would 
manage, to bring excessive costs under control. The City may have made changes in recent 
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months to improve the management of this contract, but the facts reported in Finding 10 are 
supported by the relevant evidence.  
 

FINDING 11.  THE STATE REVOLVING FUND HAS BEEN DEPLETED TO EXPEDITE PAYMENTS TO MWH  
  WITHOUT REGARD TO WHETHER EXPENDITURES WILL BE REIMBURSED.  
 
CITY RESPONSE TO FINDING 11: 
 
This statement by the OIG is inaccurate. The OIG’s Draft Report includes no evidence upon which 
to conclude that the State Revolving Fund (the "Fund") has been depleted. The OIG has not 
provided the City with any basis for this statement. Contrary to the OIG’s Draft Report, the Fund 
is not depleted. As of February 28, 2010, shortly before the Draft Report was issued, the Fund 
had approximately $107 million in cash available (See Attachment C). As of April 14, 2010, the 
Fund had $102.8 million in cash available. 
 
While the OIG may object to the City utilizing the State Revolving Fund to pay contractors, this is 
a specific intent of the Fund defined in the Cooperative Endeavor Agreement (CEA) entered into 
by the State of Louisiana and the City. The CEA explicitly allows payments for project 
management and other recovery-related professional services costs from the fund. The City used 
the fund to pay MWH based on specific contract authority and detailed analysis in accordance 
with the State of Louisiana CEA. In addition, the State validates and authorizes payment of the 
invoices. 
 
OIG COMMENT: 
 
After reviewing the City’s response, the OIG has modified the wording of Finding 11 of its report 
to state that the State Revolving Fund has been partially depleted to expedite payments to 
MWH without regard for whether expenditures will be reimbursed. Finding 11 was not 
intended to mean that the fund had been exhausted, hence the wording has been changed to 
clarify the intended meaning. 
 
 
FINDING 12.  THE CITY PAID MWH $1,309,572 FOR UNSPECIFIED EXPENSES DURING THE FIRST 18  
  MONTHS OF THE CONTRACT. 
 
CITY RESPONSE TO FINDING 12: 
 
The finding is wrong. Please see the comprehensive response from MWH refuting the OIG's 
claims attached (Attachment A).  The City has reviewed the invoices in questions and has not 
paid for unspecified expenses. 
 
OIG COMMENT: 
 
The OIG stands by Finding 12 of its report.  
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The MWH invoices did not itemize the expenses charged to the City, hence the City could not 
have determined by reviewing invoices what costs it was paying for.  MWH submitted 
employee expense reports and receipts for a variety of expenses, including gifts to City 
employees, with the invoices. MWH has stated that expenses for employee gifts and meals 
were not charged to the City, but it is impossible to verify this statement based on the 
documentation provided. MWH could easily resolve all questions about expenses charged to 
the City by providing an itemization for its expense billings. MWH has declined to provide this 
itemization.    
 
 
FINDING 13.  MWH  EMPLOYEES SOUGHT REIMBURSEMENT FOR GIFTS TO CITY EMPLOYEES AND  
  ELECTED OFFICIALS. 
 
CITY RESPONSE TO FINDING 13: 
 
The City respects ethics laws and rules regarding acceptance of gifts.  The OIG's Draft Report 
makes broad and unsubstantiated suggestions about potential violations of ethics laws. Finally, 
MWH was not reimbursed for any gifts or meals as insinuated in the OIG’s Draft Report. 
 

OIG COMMENT: 

After reviewing the City’s response, the OIG has modified the wording of Finding 13 of its report 
to state that MWH employees sought reimbursement from MWH for gifts to City employees 
and elected officials. As discussed in Finding 12, it is not possible to determine from the 
documentation MWH has provided whether or not MWH charged the City for these expenses. 
Finding 13 was not intended to mean that the City reimbursed MWH for the gifts, hence the 
wording has been modified to clarify the intended meaning. 

 

FINDING 14.  THE CITY USED THE MWH CONTRACT AS A VEHICLE FOR PROCURING OTHER   
  PROFESSIONAL SERVICES WITHOUT COMPETITION. 
 
CITY RESPONSE TO FINDING 14: 
 
The finding is wrong. Procurement requirements apply to City contracts, not to those of its 
vendors. Integrated Disaster Solutions and Wink Design Group engaged as subcontractors to 
MWH, not as City contractors. As stated in its attached response (Attachment A), MWH 
reviewed and separately approved

 

 the City's requests that it subcontract the two firms. As with 
all prime contractors, MWH was responsible to manage its subcontractors. 

OIG COMMENT: 
 
The OIG stands by Finding 14 of its report. 
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44 CFR 13.36 - Procurement. - Code of Federal Regulations - Title 44: Emergency Mana ... Page 6 of 10 

(4) The cost plus a percentage of cost and percentage of construction cost methods of contracting 
shall not be used. 

(g) Awarding agency review. (1) Grantees and subgrantees must make available, upon request of the 
awarding agency, teclmical specifications on proposed procurements where the awarding agency 
believes such review is needed to ensure that the item andlor service specified is the one being 
proposed for purchase. This review generally will take place prior to the time the specification is 
incorporated into a solicitation document. However, if the grantee or sub grantee desires to have the 
review accomplished after a solicitation has been developed, the awarding agency may still review the 
specifications, with such review usually limited to the teclmical aspects of the proposed purchase. 

(2) Grantees and subgrantees must on request make available for awarding agency pre-award review 
procurement documents, such as requests for proposals or invitations for bids, independent cost 
estimates, etc. 

when: (i) A grantee's or subgrantee's procurement procedures or operation fails to comply with the 
procurement standards in this section; or (ii) The procurement is expected to exceed the simplified 
acquisition threshold and is to be awarded without competition or only one bid or offer is received in 
response to a solicitation; or (iii) The procurement, which is expected to exceed the simplified 
acquisition threshold, specifies a brand name product; or (iv) The proposed award is more than the 
simplified acquisition threshold and is to be awarded to other than the apparent low bidder under a 
sealed bid procurement; or (v) A proposed contract modification changes the scope of a contract or 
increases the contract amount by more than the simplified acquisition threshold. 

(3) A grantee or subgrantee will be exempt from the pre-award review in paragraph (g)(2) of this 
scction if thc awarding agcncy dctcrmines that its procurement systems comply with the standards of 
this section. 

(i) A grantee or sub grantee may request that its procurement system be reviewed by the awarding 
agency to determine whether its system meets these standards in order for its system to be certified. 
Generally, these reviews shall occur where there is a continuous high-dollar funding, and third-party 
contracts are awarded on a regular basis. 

(ii) A grantee or sub grantee may self-certify its procurement system. 

Such self-certification shall not limit the awarding agency's right to survey the system. Under a se1f
certification procedure, awarding agencies may wish to rely on written assurances from the grantee or 
sub grantee that it is complying with these standards. A grantee or sub grantee will cite specific 
procedures, regulations, standards, etc., as being in compliance with these requirements and have its 
system available for review. 

(h) Bonding requirements. For construction or facility improvement contracts or subcontracts 
exceeding the simplified acquisition threshold, the awarding agency may accept the bonding policy 
and requirements of the grantee or sub grantee provided the awarding agency has made a 
determination that the awarding agency's interest is adequately protected. If such a determination has 
not been made, the minimum requirements shall be as follows: (1) A bid guarantee from each bidder 
equivalent to five percent of the bid price. The bid guarantee shall consist of a firm commitment such 
as a bid bond, certified check, or other negotiable instrument accompanying a bid as assurance that 
the bidder will, upon acceptance of his bid, execute such contractual documents as may be required 
within the time specified. 

http://cfr. vlex.comlvidl13-36-procurement -19833982 4/2012010 
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Colonel Kirkpo.trlck 
Seprember S, 2007 
200 

During operations, the Subgrantee is J'esp&DJlihle fM _gins ~c proj«:t mSnagfment, 
C9ntrttctor, tracJcmg co$l's on ,n ptoject by project: ~ and,maintalning doounetJtation. Th& 
Subgrantee submits periodic; single invoices. to the SllIte forl1J;Oject management activities ""d 
includes 'backup. The Subgrantee'~ docunwiltation muSt iiJclude th<i billing of oach project 

" rillUUlgemell! contractor and these billingl! J)l~st coireiaW tolhe',1ICtual ooll8t!1lction projects. At 
closeout; the SUbgrantee must provide projed specific source documentation and summiry of , 
llxpenditures. . 

State 
The Stare wQrks with the Subgrantee to develop an intema1 atW)'lIis, of numbers of PW" project 
dollars and request to FEMA for a single PW fut- project lIlllIl&ge!llent of It group ofproj.cts. The 
State submits the request to FEMA. The State is responsi.bl" fot ~g the SuligrlUltees 

, procurement practices and contract witl:t·¢llCh ·pibject~ contmctor prior to !he start of . 
work and enSuring the Sui:>g:$ltee is aware of eligibl&project 1Il8lIII\fem.<mt tasb. Furtber, the 
State is responsible for explainil!g th.e documentation reqlliromellts to eaQh Subgtal!!ee. . 

'During ope.rations, the State will'monitor tasks pirfurt;wl<, coDStruoliOll progress, reporting and 
docu:rnentalioll to ensure it is consistent wiih ihI> provisi"lIS of a siogI.eproj<lC>l tIlll!lllgentellt PW 
process. The Slate will renew, provide deUdls, and ootiJY. FEMA 00 SiJO!' event that may trigger 
the need to vetti<ln the single PW. This shoold im:lude any CbIIugooinproject status, significant 
versions to any related co,nSt:ruction PW s.that may n>qulre addiliOQat ~ fuOOing; lind lilly 
Special Considerations infOIIDatiOP. tile State is aware of, M o~ the Slate will participate in, 
the review of all Subgrantee documenti<tion bused upon l'rojeot specific itooou'niing. 

FEMA 
FEMA will review lind approve =h request and aoaIysili from <he State fur a single PW for. 
project ~ement As StIIJgn!ntees are approved, FEMA, will obligate a single PW far project 
management ,costs and de-oblit¢r> project management eosts included im ImY associated 
construction PWs. The single PW will be written 1<1 inclu.de a liBting Df.,ugn,ie projoot 
management tasks and the uruIerlyillg eonstmction PWs. FIlMA wiJl parliclpalll'm the eWseout 
efforrn. ' 

We believe thata single PW approach f{)f projed IDatlllgemellt may lle viable if tIle S~and 
Subgnmt,ees cliligeofly follow this process. Once FBMA and the ~ haw agreed upon ,uitable 
Sllbgrantees and submitted fully documented l1lqUeSls. ~j:ll'OO'DS8 can begin, 

Thi .• sillgle PW approMb wiU be' undertaken as a pilo1iniiialiVe •. Assuci1 FBMA, a1'l<> eXjleCt~ ihe 
State(o provide a -qilllitedy, st!t1\1s OOpoll for tiie' 20 IIIlpli~aUts. these s1l!T.llnllrie!l wiJI allow 
FEMA and the State to perfonn periodic checks fOf _h: applicam and add !lOOJe q;lI\llity 
assUrllllCe to this process. FEMA reserves !he cigllJ' to tennil)!lla tIw pilot initiative and go back to 
the standard PA process for proje"t manag.ernont 
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PROJECT WORKSHEET REPORT 
DECLARATION NO. FEMA-LA - DR1603 

FIPS NO. 071-55000-00 

APPLICANT NAME NEW ORLEANS, CITY OF 

SUBDIVISION 

FEMAPW# 17452 

SITE NUMBER 1 - SCOPE OF WORK 

PW PM-CN01 

VSN o REF# PM-CN01 

PREPARED DATE 01/2312008 

REPORT DATE 02/0112008 10:19 

INF TYPE 0 INF 

• NON-INF o REC 

NOTE - THE CATEGORY FOR THE UNDERLYING PERMANENT WORK BEING MANAGED MAY INCLUDE CATEGORIES C THROUGH G. 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT COSTS- THIS VERSION PROVIDES AN ESTIMATE OF ANTICIPATED PROJECT MANAGEMENT (PM) COSTS 
DIRECTLY ASSOCIATED WITH THE CITY OF NEW ORLEANS, CAPITAL PROJECTS ADMINISTRATION'S MANAGEMENT OF THE 
RESTORATION/REPAIR OF MULTIPLE FACILITIES. FACILITY-SPECIFIC PM COSTS ARE ELIGIBLE IN ACCORDANCE WITH FEMA POLICY 
9526.6, PROJECT AND MANAGEMENT COSTS OF SUB GRANTEES AND 44 CFR. 
ATTACHED MEMO FROM JAMES STARK TO COL. THOMAS KIRKPATRICK, DATED 05-01-07, DOCUMENT REASONABLE COSTS FOR 
ESTIMATING PURPOSES BASED ON THE CITY'S HISTORIC COST FOR PERFORMING THESE ACTIVITIES ON CONSTRUCTION 
PROJECTS FOR THE THREE YEARS PRIOR TO THE DISASTER. A FOLLOW-UP MEMO FROM JAMES STARK TO COL. THOMAS 
KIRKPATRICK, DATED 09-05-07 PROVIDES FOR THE CONSOLIDATION OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT FUNDS INTO ONE PROJECT WORK 
SHEET. 

THIS PROJECT WORKSHEET PROVIDES FOR 109 FACILITIES WITHIN CAPITAL PROJECTS GEOGRAPHICAL DETAILING APPLICABLE 
ESTIMATED PROJECT MANAGEMENT FUNDS. IT IS ANTICIPATED THAT VERSIONS TO THIS PW WILL BE WRITTEN TO APPEND 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS. 

IN ADDITION, CNO WILL SELF-PERFORM CERTAIN PROJECT MANAGEMENT TASKS OR ADD TO THE MWH PM SCOPE OF WORK TO 
ACCOMPLISH THE RESTORATION/REPAIRS AS REQUIRED. 

THE APPLICANT WILL BE REQUIRED TO DOCUMENT PM COSTS ON A PROJECT-BY-PROJECT BASIS; THESE UNDERLYING 
PERMANENT WORK PROJECTS ARE LISTED IN THE ATTACHMENTS. 

ATTACHMENTS: MEMO FROM JAMES STARK TO COL. THOMAS KIRKPATRICK DATED 05-01-07 
MEMO FROM JAMES STARK TO COL. THOMAS KIRKPATRICK DATED 09-05-07 
COPY OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN CNO AND MWH AMERICAS, INC. 12-17-07 
DRAFT STANDARD OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES (SOP) DATED 01-11-08 

LIST OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT FUNDING OF GEOGRAPHICAL CAPITAL PROJECTS 
TYPICAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT TASKS FOR CAPITAL PROJECT ADMINISTRATION PROJEC 
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